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Project Overview

The purpose of this small business innovative research (SBIR) program was to evaluate the feasibility of developing small composite airplanes with improved crashworthiness. Phase II research was conducted in five tasks.

Task 1) Refine the seat development started in Phase I by analysis and further testing.

Task 2) Develop a dynamic analysis method for the engine mount. Verify the method with quasi-static ½ scale model tests, both onto a hard surface and into soft soil.

Task 3) Develop a dynamic analysis method for the impact event which includes the engine mount, airframe structure, and under floor energy absorbers.

Task 4) Design and fabricate two airplanes and test at the NASA Impact Dynamics Research Facility, one onto a hard surface and the second onto soft soil. These tests attempted to match the test conditions of prior NASA tests as closely as practical to allow direct comparison with prior data.

Task 5) Refine the design of the airplanes based on the results of the first two tests, fabricate two additional airplanes, and repeat the first two tests at the NASA Impact Dynamics Research Facility.

A finite element analysis program which analyzed dynamic non-linear large deflection problems was used to predict engine mount and airframe responses to impact. The engine mount analysis was conducted on three dimensional models while the airplane models were two dimensional. Half scale quasi-static tests were made of the engine mount on a hard surface and of the engine mount and cowling combination onto soft soil. These tests showed that the engine mount was substantially stronger than predicted using design values of yield strength. They also showed that soil response was different than expected and several additional tests were used to characterize the soil response.

The first full scale test onto a hard surface showed that the dynamic strength of the engine mount was much higher than the quasi-static tests had indicated leading to high acceleration loads. A new engine mount and cowling design based on the half scale soft soil test performed well in the second full scale test onto soft soil. However, the dummies hit the instrument panel due to seat and shoulder harness inertia reel failures. Harness loads were well above allowable limits while airframe accelerations were within the survivable range.

The first two full scale airplanes had been over strength and weight and the third and fourth airplanes were designed and fabricated to be much closer to minimum weight. Both airplanes (3 and 4) had the same basic structure in an attempt to demonstrate that the same design could protect the occupants in both hard surface and soft soil impacts. Hard surface impacts have higher normal than longitudinal loading while soft soil impacts are just the reverse.

One of the primary goals of the program was to absorb the impact energy outside the cabin structure to minimize the injury potential due to cabin deformations. This tends to move the energy absorbing material away from the center of gravity which increases the angular acceleration of the airplane upon impact. The strength of the secondary impact due to aircraft rotation is thereby increased so that all seats see a double impact. Strength of the secondary impact increases going aft in the airplane making the second impact stronger than the first at the rear seat location. A stroking seat installed in the rear location worked well in the second hard surface test as did a developmental seat installed in the pilot position. Airplane dynamics were
much improved with the improved engine mount and structure leading to a survivable test with no known injury producing problems.

Restraint systems were improved for the second soft soil test by installing an air bag in the pilot position and load limiting shoulder harnesses for both front seat positions. Cowling and engine mount performance were similar to those of the first soft soil test leading to airframe accelerations well within the survivable range and the restraint systems kept the occupant loads well in the survivable range.

These tests indicate that improved survivability is possible, compared to prior NASA tests of conventional airplanes, for symmetrical impacts at approximately stall speed for this class of airplanes for a relatively severe impact angle onto both hard and soft soil surfaces. The benefits of stroking seat designs and restraint systems including air bags and load limiting shoulder harnesses were shown. The airframe weight penalty is approximately 50 pounds with air bags adding another 12 pounds and load limiting shoulder harnesses an additional 1 pound.
Foreword

This report documents the results of Phase II of NASA SBIR Contract NAS1-20427, Design and Test of an Improved Crashworthiness Small Composite Airframe. Program manager and principal investigator was James E. Terry, president and owner of Terry Engineering who provided the dynamics analysis, structural concept and loads, structural design of the third and fourth airplanes, as well as overall program management.

Wichita State University’s National Institute of Aviation Research, under the direction of Dr. Steve Hooper, provided facilities and conducted the half scale tests, conducted seat tests in their impact dynamics facility, and provided analytical support. Mark Nicholson, a graduate student, fabricated the half scale test rig and conducted the half scale tests with the principal investigator’s assistance. Michael Dennis, Oregon Aero, provided the design and fabrication of the seat cushions. Rigid foam materials for the seat tests were provided by General Plastics. The air bag was provided by Simula Technologies, Inc. and energy absorbing seats were obtained from Impact Dynamics, Inc. and JAARS. Cirrus Design fabricated the test airframes and Task Research fabricated the half scale test items and the engine mounts. Lisa Jones (NASA technical monitor) conducted the tests at the NASA Impact Dynamics Research Facility.
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1. Introduction

The crashworthiness of general aviation aircraft represents an important design consideration. In the years 1972 through 1981, more than 12,500 people were killed and more than 6,600 seriously injured in general aviation accidents [1-2]¹. More recently, there were an average of 756 fatalities per year in general aviation accidents for the years 1991 through 1995 [3]. The NTSB studied a number of accidents in detail and concluded that fatalities could be reduced 20% if all occupants wore shoulder harnesses and 88% of seriously injured occupants would have less serious injuries if shoulder harnesses were worn. Energy absorbing seats could reduce injury severity of 34% of the seriously injured occupants and reduce fatalities about 2%. A number of failures contributing to injury severity included such factors as:

- Seat feet or frame failure
- Seat track failure
- Seat pan failure
- Seat belt or belt attachment failure

Structural design of the aircraft was not addressed.

In 1982, 77% of fixed wing general aviation fatalities were in single reciprocating engine aircraft, 19% in twin reciprocating engine aircraft, and 4% for all turbine powered aircraft [4]. This indicates that the largest life saving potential is with single engine airplanes with improved survivability features but it is just this type of airplane in which it is most difficult to provide the necessary energy absorbing structure.

In general, the emphasis of current airplane designs was placed on good handling characteristics, performance, and costs. Minimal emphasis was placed on crashworthiness and little or no crashworthiness data were available for this class of airplanes. The design of any airplane requires many compromises and some of these affect crashworthiness. The quarter chord of the MAC (mean aerodynamic chord) is generally located near or under the front seats for static stability requirements leading to a spar location under the front seats for many airplanes. Other airplanes have the spar located under the front edge of the rear seats with stability requirements met by locating the spar at 40 to 50% of chord, forward sweep to the spars, far forward or aft CG diagrams, or some combination of the above. Small airplanes have less than or non-existent under-floor space compared with larger aircraft. Space limitations also restrict the seat stroking space available in these designs. Some of the two-place homebuilt designs locate the seats between the spars with the bottom of the seat on the lower skin. Increasing the under floor depth increases weight, degrades appearance, and reduces performance with consequent loss of customer appeal.

The accidents studied in [2] were mostly off-airport and into soil rather than on hard surfaces. The US Army Crashworthiness Design Guide [5] reports that nearly 75% of all aircraft accidents occur off the runway. A limited number of whole airplane, pendulum-type drop tests have been conducted of both high wing and low wing single engine designs by NASA and the FAA [6-7] and show very different airplane responses to soil than to hard surfaces. The results of these tests show that traditional single engine designs tend to dig into the soil upon impact, producing approximately twice the deceleration of similar crashes on concrete. This results in the catastrophic failure of the fuselage structure with a complete loss of cabin integrity and survivable volume. The airplanes tested, typical of many general aviation airplanes, had very little energy absorbing material outside of the cabin. A more survivable scenario can be envisioned where energy absorbing structure ahead of the cabin absorbs the initial crash impact and forms a sliding

¹ Numbers in brackets indicate reference number.
surface for soil impacts to minimize soil scooping. Recent developments in automobiles, both street and racing, have shown that fatalities and injuries can be reduced substantially by designing the structure outside the cabin to absorb energy while keeping the cabin relatively undeformed. Similar development of helicopters for the US Army has shown the same results. The purpose of this project is to apply these concepts to a small general aviation airplane to extend the survival envelope and reduce the severity of injuries in survivable accidents. Two crash scenarios were selected for this project to match two of the prior tests [7]. The two conditions were the -30° on concrete and the -30° on soil with zero roll, yaw, and angle of attack and an impact velocity of about 82 ft/sec.

The introduction of composite materials into the aerospace industry represents one of the more significant recent technological developments. These materials offer a number of advantages over traditional monolithic materials as they provide smoother finish (lower drag), ease of fabrication of compound curved surfaces, and lower tooling costs. Several of the current composite kit airplanes show drag coefficients based on wetted area significantly below metal production airplanes. Therefore composite construction offers potential energy savings over the life of the product and the assembly of kits by relatively unskilled workers.

It was shown in Phase I [8] to be feasible to improve crashworthiness of small airplanes for low cost, weight, and performance penalties. The purpose of the Phase II project was to validate the goals with subscale and full scale testing allowing NASA to extend their full scale crash data base into small composite airplanes and to further explore impacts into soft soil. Specific tasks for Phase II of this project were as follows:

Task 1) Refine the seat development started in Phase I by analysis and further testing.

Task 2) Develop an dynamic analysis method for the engine mount. Verify the method with quasi-static ½ scale model tests, both onto a hard surface and into soft soil.

Task 3) Develop a dynamic analysis method for the impact event which includes the engine mount, airframe structure, and under floor energy absorbers

Task 4) Design and fabricate two airplanes and test at the NASA Impact Dynamics Research Facility, one onto a hard surface and the second onto soft soil. These tests should match the test conditions of prior NASA tests as closely as practical to allow direct comparison with prior data.

Task 5) Refine the design of the airplanes based on the results of the first two tests, fabricate two additional airplanes, and repeat the first two tests at the NASA Impact Dynamics Research Facility.

The project followed the general sequence shown above except that there was considerable overlap between tasks and some change in emphasis as lessons were learned. The analysis proceeded more slowly than anticipated due to the general difficulty of this type analysis, my lack of experience in this type analysis, and a combination of bugs and inadequate documentation for the program used. The analysis was a learning process, particularly in the following areas:

- How to locate springs (energy absorbers) and retain the springs in the proper position
- Spring unloading curves
- Value of windows, windshield, and doors
- Design allowables

Things that did not work usually locked up the computer with no error feedback. They might work in one model but not in another. Not every step will be described, rather the most successful techniques will be described with some references to failures and problems noted but not
necessarily fully explained. Discussion of failures and problems may ease the task of follow on work.

Analysis, testing of ½ scale models, and fabrication of full scale articles were all in process at the same time so the report will be organized by topics rather than by the sequence of the work. This results in some items being discussed out of sequence or referenced before there is a full discussion of the topic, but is thought to lead to a smoother information flow in the report.

2. Lessons From Prior Test and Design Philosophy

The observations below are based on my interpretation of the NASA/FAA tests [6-7] and are not necessarily reflected in the test reports.

The NASA/FAA tests [6-7] showed very different impact responses to hard surface and soft soil impacts. Hard surface impacts for both the high and low wing airplanes were survivable but had significant deformation of the floor space. Initial impact was on the nose gear followed by the cowling and engine and then the firewall and bottom of the cabin section. There was deformation of the foot space pushing the feet up toward the dummies. Impact forward of the center of gravity produces a moment tending to cause the airplane to rotate tail down. The high wing airplane had a fixed leaf spring gear which deformed the aft cabin floor upward resisting this rotation tendency. This deformation reduced the livable volume of the rear seat area and raised the rear of the front seats moving the dummies toward the instrument panel although they did not strike the panel. The low wing airplane had air/oil struts attached to the wings which deformed the wings rather than the aft cabin floor. The firewall/forward cabin floor area deformed upward similar to that for the high wing. Accelerations were higher normal to the floor than in the longitudinal direction.

Soft soil impacts gave very different results and were somewhat different for the high and low wing airplanes. The impact attitude for the high wing airplane was about seven degrees higher than for the low wing airplane and coupled with the higher center of gravity, this led to a different airplane response. Differences in the structural design of the high and low wing airplanes are also thought to have played a role in the different response. The high wing airplane had an under floor structure with both longitudinal and cross members between the floor and the outer skin. There was also a nose landing gear fitting extending up the firewall and under the fuselage. Firewall and fuselage skins were fastened together in a forward facing flange. The cowling was thin sheet metal with a cooling air exit opening around the nose gear. This structural arrangement allowed the lower edge of the firewall and under floor structure to scoop soil collapsing the structure behind the firewall so that a livable volume was not maintained. High axial loading low on the firewall and the high center of gravity caused the airplane to pitch tail up and exit the crater upside down tail first. The high angular acceleration failed the aft fuselage in down bending during the pitch over.

The low wing airplane was a retractable gear airplane with the gear down. An aft dynafocal engine mount was used with an extension under the engine to hold the nose gear. The nose gear contacted the soil first and rapidly retracted apparently through failure of an attachment to the drag leg. The cowl was thin sheet metal and appears not to have been a factor in the sequence. Either the front of the engine or the nose landing gear mount scooped soil and failed the engine mount in down bending with the engine remaining attached in a nose down attitude. The floor is also the outside skin on this airplane with four longitudinal hat section stiffeners on the bottom side of the floor. Firewall and skin are fastened together in a forward facing flange. Soil pressure forced the lower firewall edge back and up approximately 20 inches into the foot space. The pilot dummy's head struck the instrument panel and longitudinal deceleration was 60g in the pelvis.

One observation applicable to the four tests discussed is that the impact energy was absorbed primarily in the cabin structure. Engine mounts, cowlings, and nose gears provided little
protection for the occupant space. A study of the literature shows this to be typical for this class of airplane. It also shows that failures of seat attachments and restraint systems or their attachments are major factors in injuries or fatalities.

The design philosophy applied to this program was to apply energy absorbing structure outside the cabin area and strengthen the cabin structure so that the cabin area could survive the test impacts without significant deformation, design the engine mount and cowl ing combination to slide on the soil to reduce longitudinal loading in soft soil impacts, avoid design features that would catch the soil forming a scoop, and to provide energy absorbing seats and restraint systems that would protect the occupants to the test levels. Consideration was given to higher energy impacts but these could not be tested within the project constraints. Since the scope of the project would not allow comparison with both the high and low wing NASA tests and the current test airplane was low wing, the low wing test conditions were chosen for comparison.

3. Seat Evaluation

A method for analyzing the combination of seat cushions and under cushion energy absorbers was developed at the National Institute for Aviation Research of Wichita State University (WSU) for another proprietary program. This method was used to predict the performance of several thickness’ of rate sensitive foam cushioning material over a range of under cushion rigid foam energy absorbers with the results shown in Figure 1(a). A series of seat tests were run on the horizontal deceleration sled located in the Impact Dynamics Laboratory at WSU to verify the analysis results. Tests included variations in thickness of the rate sensitive foam seat cushions and of the rigid foam (2 lb. density Last_A_Foam) energy absorbers. The energy absorbers had a hole pattern designed to reduce effective density to the level indicated by the analysis. Figures 1(b-d) show a representative picture of the pretest cushion and energy absorber and two post test pictures of the energy absorber. Lumbar load results are listed below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cushion</th>
<th>Energy Absorber</th>
<th>19 g lumbar load, lb.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>1554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 inch pink</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>1479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 inch pink</td>
<td>1 inch</td>
<td>1353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 inch pink</td>
<td>2 inch</td>
<td>1297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 inch pink</td>
<td>3 inch</td>
<td>1274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 inch green</td>
<td>1 inch</td>
<td>1590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 inch green</td>
<td>2 inch</td>
<td>1412</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The hole pattern was the same for all the energy absorbers and an aluminum plate covered the hole pattern (Figures 1(b-c)). The post test pictures show that the back part of the foam block failed under the loading for the tests with the three inch cushion and the aluminum plate was extended to the back edge of the block for the tests with the one inch cushion. That may have contributed to the higher loads. Seats for the full scale test airplane were based on these test results except where alternate seats are noted.

4. Test Facilities

4.1 Half Scale Test Setup

4.1.1 Test Rig

The half scale test rig was constructed in the WSU Structures Laboratory. A framework was constructed with side pieces at 30 degrees to the floor as shown in Figure 2(a). A model carriage rode on hardened steel rails fastened to the framework and was pushed along the rails by a
hydraulic actuator. Cam follower bearings were used to minimize friction. The complete rig with a model installed is shown in Figure 2(b).

The first two test attempts on a hard surface showed that the model would chip the concrete floor or gouge a steel plate if the model tried to slide on the surface. The method devised to eliminate this problem was to have the model contact a steel plate riding on another steel plate with axle grease between the plates to minimize friction. Since there was no relative motion between the mount and the top plate, there was no damage to the contact surface using this procedure.

Nearly one quarter of the mass of the airplane is in the installed propulsion system with most of that mass mounted on the engine mount. This has the effect of putting a concentrated load on the engine mount until the propulsion system is brought to rest and it was thought this should be simulated in the test. An extension to the carriage was made which allowed an auxiliary actuator to be placed between this extension and the model. A load could be placed on this actuator during the early portion of the stroke until it was judged that the propulsion system kinetic energy would be dissipated. During the first hard surface test, it was realized that this load was simply pushing through the stiffest portion of the mount to the floor which meant that the engine would also do the same thing and be brought to rest very quickly. Later discussion of the full scale hard surface tests will show that this did in fact happen. Use of the auxiliary actuator was discontinued for the hard surface tests but it was used for the soft soil tests where it was thought to still be appropriate.

4.1.2 Instrumentation
Instrumentation consisted of load cells on the primary and auxiliary actuators, a string potentiometer to measure carriage position, and strain gages on some of the engine mount tubes starting with mount 5. Signals from these transducers were fed through appropriate signal conditioning equipment to an analog to digital converter and then to a data translation program on a personal computer where the data were stored in a spreadsheet. Calibrations were conducted through the complete system to insure accuracy.

4.1.3 Difference between Static and Dynamic Loading
Fuselage bending moments are different in a dynamic event than in a static test. Bending moment in a quasi-static test, such as the half scale tests, increases linearly as distance behind the contact point increases whereas the angular accelerations of a crash event are relieving. Original planning was to test with a fuselage section back to the spar location but this leads to unrealistic bending moments and would make the test non-representative for the aft part of the cabin structure. For purposes of the half scale test, the cabin section was shortened and simplified to test only the area near the firewall and to use the cabin section only on the soft soil tests where it was needed for clearance. Hard surface tests were with the mount fastened directly to the test rig.

4.2 Full Scale Test Facilities

4.2.1 NASA Impact Dynamics Research Facility
The full scale crash tests were performed at the Langley Impact Dynamics Research Facility shown in Figure 3. The gantry is composed of truss elements arranged with three sets of inclined legs to give vertical and lateral support and another set of inclined legs to provide longitudinal support. The gantry is 240 feet high and 400 feet long. The supporting legs are spread 266 feet apart at the ground and 66 feet apart at the 216 foot level. An enclosed elevator and a stairway provide access to the overhead work platforms and catwalks permit safe traverse of the upper levels of the gantry. A movable bridge spans the gantry at the 216 foot level and traverses the length of the gantry. Shown in Figure 3 is an illustration of one of the test airplanes suspended from the gantry in the release position. The reinforced concrete impact surface permits tests to be repeated and allows comparison between tests. A soil bed approximately 2.5 to 3.0 feet deep
was placed on the concrete surface for tests 2 and 3. The soil bed was intended to replicate the prior NASA soil beds [9] but was somewhat softer. Details of the soil bed will be given in section 6. Detailed information about the facilities used and test procedures to carry out the full scale crash tests are reported in [10].

4.2.2 Instrumentation

4.2.2.1 Photographic
Three cameras were installed in the cabin. A wide angle lens camera was installed on the subpanel looking aft at the dummies. The 2 X 4 wood subpanel allowed this camera to rotate during test 1 so the subpanel was anchored more firmly for test 2 and changed to a more substantial structure for tests 3 and 4.

Two cameras (one for test 4) were mounted on the hat shelf behind the baggage compartment looking forward. The shelf was not strong enough in test 1 allowing excess camera motion so was reinforced for later tests.

Test 4 had one camera focused on the legs of the stroking rear seat.

A camera was mounted on a tripod fastened to the outside of the fuselage looking into the cabin for test 1. This camera failed and was not installed for the rest of the tests.

Two cameras were installed on the ground at each of the following locations:
- forward of the impact point along the flight path
- side of the impact point normal to the flight path
- behind the impact point along the flight path
- on the gantry above the impact point

At each location, one camera had a long focal length lens and one had a wider angle lens. All cameras were 16mm with a nominal framing rate of 400 frames per second.

4.2.3 Anthropomorphic Dummies
Two 50th percentile anthropomorphic dummies were used in tests 1, 2, and 3 and three were used in test 4. Each was instrumented with three axis accelerometers in the head, one accelerometer in the pelvis, and a lumbar load cell.

4.2.3.1 Accelerometers
Airframe accelerometers were installed as shown in Figure 4.

4.2.3.2 Strain Gages
Strain gages were installed on a number of the engine mount tubes as shown in Figure 5. Test 4 included gages only on the tubes connecting to the firewall.

4.2.3.3 Data Recording
The on board instrumentation was connected to a junction box in the aft fuselage and the signals were carried through an umbilical cable to a computer in the control room. They were recorded on a digital system as text files in engineering units. Data for test 1 were recorded at 10,000 samples per second for each channel while data for the last three tests were recorded at 5,000 samples per second for each channel.
Data were filtered according to SAE 211/1 Technical Standard [11]. Dummy accelerations and lumbar loads were filtered with Channel Frequency Class (CFC) 1000 and airframe accelerations and restraint system loads were filtered with CFC 60. Engine mount strain gage data were not filtered.

5. Hard Surface Impact

5.1 Analysis of Engine Mount

Terry Engineering acquired a two part finite element analysis program capable of running on a PC. The first part was a static linear elastic analysis program and the second part was for dynamic non-linear large deflection problems. A variety of different material properties are supported in the dynamic program.

A number of mount configurations were analyzed by the following process. A wire frame drawing of the engine mount was transferred to the preprocessor using an IGES transfer. Nodes and elements were defined in the preprocessor. The tubes were treated as beams for the analysis with material properties of 4130 steel. Beam elements consist of a center line, cross sectional area, and the moments of inertia in two axes. Two 25,000 lb. loads (representing 20g deceleration for a 2,500 pound airplane) were applied to the initial contact points on the mount at a 30 degree impact angle (Figure 6) and the linear elastic solution obtained. The process was repeated with tube sizes adjusted to keep stresses for tubes not intended to fail first under 70,000 psi (based on as welded condition [12]) using linear analysis. The tubes intended to fail first were sized to have stresses over 70,000 psi.

A dynamic analysis was then made using the same beam element and node layout as the elastic solution. Material properties were changed to resultant plasticity (elastic, plastic) with yield stress set at 70,000 psi. The firewall mount points of the mount were given a fixed boundary condition with the mount in the expected impact position of 30 degrees nose down. Impact was simulated by a "stonewall" weighing 2500 lb. having an upward vertical velocity of 40 ft/sec. The stonewall was initially in contact with the mount at the same nodes where the loads were applied for the elastic solution. The installed propulsion system mass (rigid body mass) was attached to appropriate nodes representing the engine mounts. This analysis doesn't allow the motions that an airplane has in an impact but the ½ scale tests don't either so the analysis represents these tests.

Sample data for the mount configuration selected for the first ½ scale test are shown in Figures 7(a-d). These data show the stonewall brought to rest in about 36 milliseconds with nearly constant force in the primary mount support tubes.

The desire was for the 1/2 scale model to be a true scale but tube sizes available did not allow that. Tube sizes were selected as near to 1/2 scale as possible, in general with larger wall thickness than desired. For example, the minimum wall thickness available is .028 which doubles to .056. Several of the wall thickness’ in the analysis represented in Figures 7 were .035 or .049. We considered whether to maintain diameter and accept larger wall thickness or to try to match cross sectional area. It was decided to maintain diameter since l/d would be more closely matched in this way. The dynamic analysis was rerun with tube sizes twice that of the model tubes and the results are shown in Figures 8(a-c). Failure modes are similar but with somewhat larger and less even forces in the primary support tubes.

The mount was laid out with the selected tube sizes after the above process and it was noted that the effective length of a number of the tubes is much less than used in the analysis. It was felt that the best course of action was to obtain test data to compare to the analysis so fabrication of
the first 1/2 scale mount proceeded and the mount is shown in Figure 9(a-b). A half scale "engine", also shown in Figure 9, was built to simulate the stiffness of the engine in the mount and to simulate the size of the oil pan. The tube across the top of the simulated engine represents the front cylinders since it was expected that the cowling would deform back against the front cylinders during soft soil impacts.

5.2 Half Scale Hard Surface Tests

5.2.1 Mount 1
This first mount was dramatically over strength. The lower attach bolts failed in tension at well beyond the expected loads with little permanent deformation in the rest of the mount. There was localized crushing of some tubes at joints and some weld cracking at the same joints.

5.2.2 Mount 2
A number of tube sizes were reduced for mount 2 and the lower attach points changed to load the attach bolts in double shear. This had the effect of allowing rotation of the lower joint and the wall condition was changed to reflect this additional degree of freedom in the calculations. This mount was still greatly over strength and only sustained flattening of the lower tubes and localized tube crushing at joints in several tests at well above predicted loads. One of the forward elements was removed for the later tests with no significant change in results. None of the tubes buckled as the analysis indicated should happen.

5.2.3 Mount 3
Tube sizes were further reduced for mount 3 and it showed a progressive failure pattern but with less load than desired (Figure 10).

5.2.4 Mount 4
Several tube sizes were increased for mount 4 and a similar failure pattern at somewhat higher load was obtained (Figure 11). Both mounts 3 and 4 had failures of the lower rail which was thought to be a potential problem in soft soil. The fracture left a forward facing tube which could penetrate the cowling and on into the soil.

5.2.5 Mount 5
Detail design changes were made for mount 5 to try to delay this fracture while tube sizes were maintained the same as 4 (Figure 12(a-d)). These changes had little effect because the failure mechanism was not correctly analyzed. The failure was in bending at a weld joint and not a tensile failure of the tube itself as had been assumed. Figure 12(a) shows mount 5 installed on the test rig prior to test and Figures 12(b-d) show representative pictures during the test. All quasi-static tests were run continuously at about two inches per minute stroke rate. Data for mounts 3-5 are compared in Figure 13. Details of the failures were changed from the earlier mounts but the overall results were similar for mounts 4 and 5. Instrumentation for mounts 1 through 4 included actuator stroke and force. Five strain gages were installed on mount 5 to give additional details of the failure patterns. Gages were installed at the locations shown in Figure 14 with the data shown in Figure 15.

Yield strength of the material was calculated from the data of gage 5 to be about 98,600 psi and the stress at buckling was about 145,000 psi. Early calculations had used yield strength of 70,000 psi [12]. Calculations after this test used 95,000 psi based on this test data.

5.2.6 Comparison of 1/2 Scale tests to Analysis
Engine mount analysis continued throughout the ½ scale test period with refinements trying to improve the correlation with test data. The simulated engine used in the tests stabilizes the engine mount rail whereas the early calculations without any engine simulation showed buckling in the rail. A real engine in a real crash would also be expected to provide some stability to the rail and it was thought important to match the failure sequence of the mount tubes as well as possible.
in the analysis. The first attempt to replicate the engine using rigid links supported on springs 
simulating the engine mount isolators was unsuccessful. It was found that a rigid mass, 
simulating the powerplant installation mass and moment of inertia, could be added to the 
calculations. This stabilized the rail but the overall failure pattern changed from that observed in 
the tests, basically the mass held the front of the mount down more than observed in the half 
scale tests. Mass was reduced to 1/100 times installed powerplant mass which retained the rigid 
mass characteristic but brought the calculated failure pattern closer to test (inertial loads are 
negligible for the stroke rates used in these tests).

Calculated loads in the three support tubes were resolved into the load normal to the firewall (test 
rig actuator load) and compared to the load from test mount 5 (Figure 16). There is an 
unexplained drop in the load near 1.5 inch displacement but otherwise there is some agreement in 
the shape of the curve but the load is too low. Reasoning that the measured buckling stress from 
test 5 was about twice the plastic yield stress used in the calculations (70,000 psi), doubling the 
calculated load produced much better agreement. This case is also plotted in Figure 16. The 
load displacement curves were integrated to obtain energy absorbed for the test data and two 
times the calculated load with the following results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Load (lb)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test 5</td>
<td>41411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 * calculated</td>
<td>36642</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Test energy absorbed is 13% higher than twice calculated. Measured wall thickness' were the 
order of 5% high for several tube samples representing the test mounts leading to a closer 
agreement between calculated and measured energy absorption.

Test loads for mount 5 were of the desired magnitude with reasonable correlation with analysis 
using the adjusted yield strength, so mounts were fabricated for the first two full scale test 
airplanes based on mount 5. Fabrication of the lower rails was changed to eliminate the welds 
which failed on mounts 3 through 5. Additional design details for these mounts are given in 
section 5.4 below.

5.2.7 Mount 6
Mount 6 was fabricated after completion of the first two full scale mounts and was the same as 
mount 5 except that the rails were bent at key locations rather than welded. It was intended to be 
as close to a half scale model of the first two full size mounts as available tube sizes would allow. 
Mount 6 was used on both the first two soft soil tests (see below for discussion of the soft soil 
tests) with only minor bending of the front of the mount where it goes around the front of the 
engine. The primary actuator load was much higher than it had taken to deform mount 5 on a 
hard surface indicating either that mount 6 was much stronger than mount 5 or the soft soil 
loading was different than expected. We decided to test mount 6 on a hard surface to compare 
the results to the two soil tests and to the results of mount 5 on a hard surface. Test results 
(Figure 17) showed that the intended similarity in strength to mount 5 had been achieved and that 
the lower rail fracture had been eliminated. Mount 6 is shown prior to test in Figure 18(a) and 
after test in Figure 18(b). This test also confirmed that loading in soft soil is of a different nature 
than hard surface loading and this will be discussed in more detail in section 6 below.

Scaling from half scale to full scale, the cross sectional area of the tubes increases by a factor of 
four. With no friction, vertical force on the engine mount is twice the actuator force for the 30° 
angle of the tests leading to the expected full scale vertical load being eight times the half scale 
actuator force. The expected vertical force for the full scale test would result in about 20 g vertical 
deceleration of the full scale airplane based on the results of tests of mounts 5 & 6. Based on the 
analysis and test results of the half scale mount, we expected the full scale mount to deform 
similar to mount 6 as shown in Figure 18(b) and for the airplane deceleration to be the order of 
20g. Neither of these results was achieved in test 1 because the full scale mount was much too 
strong as will be shown in the discussion of full scale test 1 below.
5.3 Airplane Dynamic Analysis

The engine mount analysis models were 3 dimensional and had run times up to 8 hours. It was decided to simplify the full airplane model in an attempt to get reasonable model development time, reasonable run times, and to develop internal loads so that the first two airplanes could be built on schedule. The first attempts simplified the engine mount by taking the 2 dimensional view of the mount and treating all the elements as having twice the area and moment of inertia of the tubes for the design mount. Engine mount materials were elastic-plastic. Various simplification methods were considered for the fuselage and the first method used was to have upper and lower longerons, vertical members at the frame locations, and a diagonal behind the firewall to give shear strength. Elements in this model were arbitrary simple constant cross section steel elements and material was linear elastic. This model is illustrated in Figure 19.

Rigid masses (which do not show in the preprocessor drawing) simulated the powerplant installation, two front seat passengers, one rear seat passenger, and the empennage. Rigid masses have both mass and moment of inertia and are attached to nodes. The rest of the airplane mass was simulated by nodal masses (which also do not show) placed according to a Cirrus Design weight estimate taking into account the structural mass of the model. Both horizontal and vertical mass locations were considered in the spread. Total mass represents three passengers and mid mission fuel (2500 pound gross weight).

The design concept called for the floor to be the primary structural element in the lower fuselage with foam blocks under the floor in three locations for energy absorbers. Both foam blocks and edge loaded composite sandwich panels had been looked at in Phase I of the contract. Data from a number of sources indicate that edge loaded panels work well only for unidirectional loads while foam blocks tend to work well for omnidirectional loads. Further, foam blocks are much cheaper to fabricate and install than panels. Springs representing these blocks used a general non-linear spring formulation which allowed user specified load versus deflection data both for loading and unloading. The foam blocks used for under floor energy absorption were thought to have little or no rebound under dynamic conditions so the unloading curve was quickly brought to zero and kept at zero to simulate the out of contact condition. This spring model was used for many of the dynamic analysis runs but there were many failures along the way until finally getting to a model that wouldn't run at all as we tried to make the model more realistic. A great deal of confusion was caused by the fact that changing an element or material property in the engine mount would cause the run to fail in the first few steps, long before any of the springs touched the ground. Yet by process of elimination, the problem was found to be in the spring unloading curve. The zero slope portion of the curve appears to have caused problems in the program and when the tail of the unloading curve was changed to a small finite slope the problem went away.

The spring loading curve was based on the cross sectional area of the blocks and the spring rate given for rigid, closed-cell, polyurethane foam increased by 30% for dynamic loading as given by the manufacturer [13].

The line of action of the springs is not restrained in the analysis program. A large number of methods of restraining the ends were tried without success. The final method chosen, only because it worked, was to make a 4 element lever with the element nearest the structure having a high modulus (steel) but with a low yield strength (9,500 psi). The other three elements were treated as linear elastic steel. Initially the springs were attached between the end of the lever and a node on the fuselage floor so they collapsed to zero length when fully compressed. Later in the project, it was realized that the line of action of the spring was indeterminate when the spring approached zero length and a post was attached to the floor with the spring attached to the top of the post. This had the further value that the only loads on the post were the spring loads and these loads could then be read out to verify the spring action. More time was spent trying to get the springs to work correctly than in any other aspect of this analysis.
For the engine mount analysis, the mount had been stationary and the stone wall moving. The airplane model reversed this with the stone wall considered fixed in space and the model was given an initial velocity of 40 ft/sec downward. Model angle was set at 30 degrees to the stone wall.

Engine mount tube sizes were varied to bring the forward part of the airplane to rest while keeping seat decelerations under 20 g for the initial impact. Spring loading curves were varied to keep seat decelerations under 20 g for the secondary impact. The design goal was to absorb the energy outside the cabin structure to maintain the people space undamaged. This means that the initial ground reaction will be farther from the center of gravity than if the energy is absorbed in cabin deformation. The result is higher angular acceleration of the airplane and a more severe secondary impact or aft fuselage slap down.

Springs were initially located under the firewall, under the main spar, and under the rear spar. The rear spar location was found to cause a "jolt" at the crew seat location. Various positions of the rear spring were tried and moving the spring aft to a position just aft of the rear seat was found to eliminate the "jolt".

While this model was used to develop internal loads for design of the first two full scale test airframes, no results are shown since the model is not representative of the real structure and several problems were later found in the analysis.

5.4 Design Concept, Tests 1 & 2

The basic fuselage structure was a fiberglass sandwich shell consisting of a rigid polyurethane foam core with two ply face sheets aft of the cabin door and four ply face sheets forward. Frames were located at the firewall, aft of the baggage compartment, and forward stabilizer attachment. There was a spar box across the floor over the main wing spar. Wing skins were similar to the aft fuselage skins and there was a tip to tip continuous "I" beam main spar attached to the spar box using two bolts. Fuel was carried in integral tanks located outboard of a planned landing gear well aft of the main spar. There was an aft close out spar attached to the fuselage with a single bolt on each side. Ballast was attached to this aft spar to simulate the mass of flaps and ailerons. Each wing contained four ribs, one at the root, one at the inboard end of the fuel tank, one mid tank, and one at the end of the fuel tank. Design of elements specific to the first two test airplanes are described below.

The design of the first full scale engine mount was completed based on the results of half scale test five and the analysis described above. Two locations in the ½ scale mounts failed in tension while the rest of the failures were compression buckling. It was thought that energy absorption of the mount would be improved if a higher elongation material was used for the two elements failing in tension. Stainless steel and mild steel both have higher elongation to failure but with about half the strength of the 4130 steel used for the rest of the mount. Tube sizes for the two tension tubes were increased to account for the lower strength and one tube was made of mild steel and one of stainless steel and the first mount is shown in Figure 20. It should be noted that the primary energy absorbers in the mount were the compression tubes and tube size of the tension tubes has little to do with impact response of the mount.

This first analysis carried all loads in the lower fuselage below the door sill because the desire was not to have structural elements in the windshield. The fuselage sidewall is shallow to get under the cabin doors resulting in a very substantial beam being required for the compression loads leading to a higher than desired weight penalty. The first two airplanes were built based on this analysis and had large beams under the door and heavy steel tube structure tying the central portions of the engine mount to these beams (pictures referenced in section 5.5). They were heavier than needed.
The floor had added stiffeners to carry the lower engine mount loads and struts continued through the spar at four locations to carry these loads into the rear floor. The rear floor was made of wood so that test instrumentation could be installed easily. Stiffeners were installed above the under floor foam blocks to transfer the loads into the spar box or sidewalls.

Certain simplifications were made to keep the project within the cost limits. Teledyne Continental Motors supplied run out engines which were installed without propellers, exhaust systems, or plumbing. Ballast was fastened to the propeller flange to simulate propeller mass. No landing gear was installed, partly for cost reasons and also because the gear up impact was thought to be the worst case. Basically all systems were left out because it was thought that they would have little effect on the crash dynamics. Water was used in the fuel tanks to simulate the impact dynamics of fuel but no lines were installed.

A simple plywood instrument panel mounted on a wood subpanel was installed at the correct position to check for dummy impact on the panel. One of the interior cameras was mounted on the subpanel.

Two 50th percentile anthropomorphic dummies were used on each of the first two tests. Dummies were restrained with a lap belt and a dual shoulder harness. The copilot’s shoulder harness was fastened to the upper cabin structure through an inertia reel while the pilot’s shoulder harness was fastened to the seat structure through an inertia reel. A roll bar at the aft edge of the door supported the copilot’s harness loads. Seats for the first two airplanes, except for the pilot seat for test 1, were simple composite seats designed to hold seat cushions and under cushion foam energy absorbers as described in section 3 above. The pilot seat for test 1 had a fiberglass diaphragm suspended above the seat bottom designed to deform as a shear panel under the dummy loads. This did not work well and the diaphragm was removed for test 2 and replaced by the foam energy absorbers as described above. The copilot’s seat (Figure 21(a)) was fiberglass while the pilot’s seat (Figure 21(b)) was carbon fiber to provide the required stiffness for the shoulder harness loads. Seats were bolted to steel brackets mounted to the spar box.

The cowling for test 1 was a simple shell not designed to carry any crash loads. Test 2 had a cowling which was a scaled up version of the ½ scale soft soil cowl described below. It will be further described in section 6 on soft soil tests.

Doors were simulated by simply cutting out a portion of the sidewall structure and retaining it in place with four screws through tabs bonded to the structure. Door frames were not simulated for either the airframe or the door. The right rear window was left out so that the umbilical cord could pass through the opening.

Swing fittings were installed in each wing at the quarter chord point, a forward fitting at the firewall fastened to the upper mount points, and a tail fitting where the forward edge of the horizontal stabilizer would be. No tail surfaces were installed but ballast simulated the mass of the empennage.

5.5 Full Scale Test 1, Hard Surface

5.5.1 Test Conditions

The first full scale test was run at the NASA Impact Dynamics Research Facility on May 1, 1996. This test was designed to be a 30 degree impact angle, zero degree angle of attack impact on hard surface. The measured angle of attack was 6 degrees leading to an angle of impact relative to the ground of 24 degrees. Roll and yaw were small. Impact velocity was about 85 ft/sec, slightly higher than planned (Table 1).
5.5.2 Test Data

The airplane is shown rigged ready for pull back in Figure 22(a) and in the pullback position in Figure 22(b). An impact sequence is shown in Figure 23. Representative post test pictures are given in Figures 24(a-e) and data are given in Figures 25-44.

Primary data were recorded digitally with a limited time for data recording and the timing of the data collection was such that data for the secondary impact were not recorded. Backup data were recorded in analog format with a longer timing cycle which included the secondary impact. Timing counts were not coordinated between data groups so there is no way to accurately determine impact times for the different analog traces. A number of the analog traces were saturated and there are anomalies in the data which do not appear to be coming from the instruments reducing the ability to fully analyze the data. While there are problems in the analog data, the data shown in Figure 33 show the characteristic indicated by the analysis that there are two impacts and that the second impact increases in strength going aft in the airplane. It also shows that there were two peaks in the copilot pelvis acceleration which appear to be of approximately equal magnitude. However, the data are misleading because the second peak saturated the data system so the real magnitude is not known. These data were filtered using the SAE 211/1 standard with filter class 1000 for the pelvis acceleration. There is little difference between filtered and unfiltered with class 1000. The rest of the data in this figure were filtered with class 60 which does introduce some questions in the data. For example, the lower right engine mount trace shows a section with nearly a square wave with a small peak on each end. That is a saturated portion of the original signal so the peaks were added by the filter algorithm.

The filter algorithm causes the ends of the traces to be inaccurate. The beginning of the traces is not shown but the end where the data were cut off early is not accurate because the filter algorithm causes the last value to be zero even if the last point has a finite value. This is a problem only with the digital data from test 1 since the later tests and the analog data had long enough data recording times that neither end is shown.

The engine mount (Figure 24(a-b)) was expected to deform similar to the hard surface test of mount 6 as shown in Figure 18(b). There is much less deformation in the full scale mount than mount 6 and further, the deformation is of a different type. Whereas the tubes between the rails buckled on the half scale tests, they punched into the rails with very little buckling on the full scale mount. It appears that material strength and/or resistance to column buckling is higher under dynamic loading than static loading by a greater margin than expected. For example, Figure 42 shows strains about twice the level at which buckling occurred in the half scale tests and this tube was nearly straight after the test. Airframe accelerations were consequently higher than expected. The half scale test of mounts 5 and 6 indicated an acceleration of about 20 g while Figure 25 shows several times that much at the firewall. The higher than expected loads forward leads to higher than expected angular acceleration. Combining the linear and angular accelerations leads to the measured acceleration in the Z direction decreasing moving aft and in fact changing direction between the baggage compartment and the tail. This characteristic is predicted by the analysis and can be seen in the data by comparing Figures 25, 26, and 28. One indication of the high angular acceleration is the fracture in up bending of the aft fuselage (Figure 24(c)) with the tail Z accelerometer measuring the order of 100 g (Figure 26).

There was no loss of livable volume in the cabin with the film showing only small cabin deformation during the impact and neither dummy hit the instrument panel. It should be noted that there is more distance between the people and the instrument panel than in some current airplanes. There were fractures at the intersections of all structural members crossing the cabin at their attachment to the side walls which showed evidence of cabin deformation but the amount was too small to affect the occupants.
The left hand seat gave a lumbar load approaching 3800 pounds (Figure 27) with no visible evidence of permanent deformation of the diaphragm. Performance of the right hand seat as seen in the copilot lumbar load (Figure 30) was better with a maximum lumbar load of about 2400 pounds. Figure 24(e) shows the right seat under cushion energy absorber after the test. This energy absorber was originally two inches thick but had been reduced to one inch due to a head clearance problem. Both lumbar loads were well above the 1500 pound limit but the right seat results were encouraging in that they were well below the pilot's rigid seat data. Lumbar loads were not recorded for the second impact on either seat by either data system.

There was no fuel spray from the fuel tanks. Fuel leaks were small and slow, well away from the engine compartment, and appear to have been from manufacturing flaws.

5.5.3 Comparison of Analysis to Test Results

By the time of this test, the dynamics analysis model had been modified to a much more realistic structural model. No comparison was made with the analytical model used for design of the first two airplanes but the test data were compared to the later model and this comparison will be described below.

5.5.4 Key Observations

The engine mount strength and deformation pattern did not match the ½ scale test data or the analysis.

Dynamic strain to failure of the engine mount elements was higher than for static testing.

5.6 Airplane Dynamic Analysis Revisions

After the first two airplanes were under construction a more realistic model was developed as shown in Figure 45. This is also a two dimensional model for simplicity. A windshield post was added in an attempt to reduce the size of the side beams required and thereby the weight of the airplane. Steel tubing material properties were used for the windshield post (linear elastic) and engine mount (elastic plastic or resultant plasticity) elements. Linear elastic properties for fiberglass laminate (+/- 45°) were used for the rest of the airframe elements except for the door frames. The vertical member supporting the aft end of the windshield post is actually the front door frame which more resembles a hoop than a post. Effective stiffness of that frame was calculated using a static analysis of the frame as shown in Figure 46. The rear door frame was arbitrarily set at half the stiffness of the front door frame initially but later they were the same. Top and bottom beams areas were based on the fuselage perimeter measured between the 45 degree tangency’s on either side of the section loft and material thickness’ (.085 for two sides of the aft fuselage sandwich) for typical structure for this type of airplane. Frames (other than the door frames) were estimated based on typical frames. Sidewall shear was simulated by plate elements with material thickness of .080 aft of the rear door frame (based on two plies inside and outside and two sides of the airplane) and .170 forward where additional plies were used. Core materials were neglected. Four node quad plates were used for all shear elements, some elements look like triangles but the program uses one node twice to make them a four node quad plate. Areas containing doors, windows, and windshield were left open. It was thought that the low modulus of elasticity of the window and windshield material would make them ineffective and that the doors could open easily.

Parametric studies were run of variations in the windshield post, door frame, and cabin top including both straight and curved sections. Seat decelerations were sensitive to buckling of any of these members. If the element was stabilized by shear panels, modulus of elasticity and cross sectional area were found to be the important parameters with moment of inertia of little importance. Moment of inertia of the element was very important for unstabilized elements.
This model showed that the side beams carried very little load in contrast to the results of earlier analyses and the floor loads decreased as well. But it was not representative of the airplanes built and there was still a desire not to have the windshield post so it was removed from the model. The model had been based on design information for the baseline airplane but study of the fuselage as built showed that the side walls under the door were much heavier than the design information indicated and the model was revised to reflect the actual construction in that area. The longeron was changed to area and moment of inertia of the test aircraft resulting in the model of Figure 47. Beam elements are shown in the model by rectangles where the width of the rectangle is representative of the beam moment of inertia so the relative size of the beams can be seen in the model. Rear seat velocities at the secondary impact were lower than with the prior model but the seat deceleration was very high.

It was observed that seat velocity was essentially constant during the time of the spring compression and the high seat deceleration occurred after the spring bottomed. This phenomena was studied using an animation which showed that the fuselage was deformed in a downward arc at the time of the spring impact and the arc was reducing throughout the spring stroke allowing the seat to continue downward unattenuated. Pictures from test 1 had been transferred from video to the computer showing that the impact attitude (flight path angle was 30 degrees as planned) for the first test was 24 degrees instead of the planned 30 degrees and that there was substantial flexibility in the fuselage indicating that the above phenomena might be correct. A later reading of the film showed the impact attitude was indeed 24 degrees but the fuselage deflection was small meaning the model was not correctly predicting the fuselage flexibility and that the resolution of the video to computer transfer was not good enough to determine these kinds of details.

This meant my calculations were not matching the airplane characteristics very well. In developing the model, I had assumed that the windshield, doors, and windows were not effective in fuselage bending because of low modulus of elasticity and the following events. The windshield had popped out in test 1, the doors had come loose, and the pilot side window fractured. There was no window installed in the right side rear location to allow exit of instrumentation cables. The video of test 1 was reviewed carefully to determine when these events occurred and it appeared they occurred on the second impact, aft fuselage slap down. This could not be determined with 100% certainty due to camera motion but I believe it to be correct.

The analytical model was modified to contain shear panels representing the doors and windows and a beam representing the windshield (Figure 48). Area and moment of inertia for the windshield beam was estimated as 90 degrees of arc of a 22 inch radius circle. Modulus of elasticity was set at 400,000 psi as shown on a data sheet for cast acrylic. The door in the model of Figure 48 was not separated from the rest of the structure while the doors of the test airplanes were attached at 4 points. Production doors would be expected to have 2 hinges and 2 latches also. Figure 49 shows the model modified by making the door separate and attaching it to the structure at 4 nodes. There was no significant difference in airplane dynamics and internal loads were essentially the same except for cabin top loads which increased somewhat. This model took nearly twice as long to run so most of the structural loads development used the faster running model. Figure 49 shows a different engine mount than the other figures but this comparison for the different door models was made on the same engine mount.

It was discovered that the gravitational acceleration was not active with the rigid body masses but was with the nodal masses. It should be noted that gravitational acceleration has only a second order effect on the results because it is small compared to the inertial accelerations. Gravitational acceleration had been verified early in the model development and it is not known why the system had changed. The model was changed to eliminate the rigid body masses and replace them with nodal masses. Inputs for nodal masses do not allow specifying moment of inertia so each rigid body mass was divided into two nodal masses placed twice the radius of gyration apart and centered on the center of gravity of the mass in order to keep the correct moment of inertia. This
required adding beams for the engine and the flight crew to position the masses correctly. The aft fuselage was modified to allow the proper placement of the empennage but nodes already in the model were close enough for the rear seat passenger. The modifications can be seen in Figures 47-49.

Early runs with the engine represented by a rigid body mass had the rigid body tied directly to nodes in the engine mount which had the effect of making the engine mount rail rigid between the tie points. Half scale tests showed that the rail deformed by bending upward between mount points as shown in Figures 18(b) and 95(b). Small triangular brackets (Figures 47-49) were added to the rail with the engine mass tied to the tips of the triangles to allow some flexibility in the rail and make the model more representative of the test results. This modification brought the model into closer agreement with test results.

Sliding friction cannot be used with two dimensional elements so the analysis neglected the horizontal component of velocity. A run was made with that component included to verify this method of analysis. There was no difference other than the horizontal position of the airplane verifying that considering only the vertical velocity component was valid for this model. It would not be valid with friction. Friction can be included with three dimensional elements but time did not allow development of a three dimensional model.

Prior to learning that the impact attitude was 24 degrees instead of the planned 30 degrees, considerable effort was expended trying to change the analysis parameters to obtain a closer match between the analysis and test data. Dynamic analysis had used a resultant plasticity material model with yield strength set at 95,000 psi based on test results of samples of the engine mount material versus the published value of yield strength of 70,000 psi. Strain gage data on the engine mount in test 1 show strain rates of 1 to 1.5 in/in/sec. Data for mild steel [14], data not available for 4130 steel, show that yield strength is increased by about 50 to 75% at these strain rates. The increase appeared to be somewhat higher for compression than for tension. Further, our static tests, see section 5.2, showed strength of the material used in these tests to be substantially higher than the reference values [12]. Wall thickness was also on the high side of the tolerance for the samples tested. The model was run with yield strengths of 125,000, 150,000, 175,000, and 200,000 psi in an attempt to get closer to the full scale test results. Values of firewall acceleration and time to the aft fuselage slap down are shown below for the 30 degree impact attitude calculation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>yield strength (psi)</th>
<th>firewall acceleration, g</th>
<th>slap down time, sec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>95,000</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>.135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125,000</td>
<td>38.8</td>
<td>.135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150,000</td>
<td>46.9</td>
<td>.140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175,000</td>
<td>52.9</td>
<td>.140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200,000</td>
<td>59.2</td>
<td>.140</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Firewall acceleration was about 50 g based on a 39 point moving average of the analog data (digital data shown in Figure 25 shows higher acceleration and the differences are unexplained) so compares best at yield strength between 150,000 and 175,000 psi while time to slap down shouldn't be expected to agree with test data due to the actual angle and calculation angle. Note that Z axis is normal to the airplane reference line in the test data and the Y axis is normal to the impact surface in the analysis (Y axis was used instead of Z axis in analysis because sample constant acceleration calculations showed more uniform accelerations). Deformation of the engine mount also showed about the correct deformation although the mechanism is different. The analytical model (beam) doesn't allow for the deformations in cross section of the test mount.
The analysis above was made with one of the preliminary models containing a windshield post and without windows and doors. When the model with structural parameters representing the first test airplane including doors, windows, and windshield was run with the impact angle at 24 degrees and yield strength set at 150,000 psi (Aircraft 1, run 2, Figures 50-51), the results closely matched the flexibility of the fuselage and the firewall deceleration calculated to be 40 to 50 g (Figure 51(a)). Seat decelerations determined from Figures 51(b-c) are in reasonable agreement with test 1 data. There are oscillations in the calculation making it difficult to determine an average acceleration. The program will plot acceleration but oscillations are so strong in those data as to make them useless.

Touch down time for the aft under floor foam was at 70 milliseconds based on the film of the test. Aft spring touch down was calculated to be about 85 milliseconds after impact. The aft fuselage failed under acceleration loads early in the event changing both the moment of inertia of the airplane and the kinetic energy and this may have changed the time to slap down. Initial acceleration at the tail post calculated to be about 104 g (Figure 51(d)) which agrees closely with the test data.

Calculated load in the engine mount post is shown in Figure 52(a) and the sum of the loads in the two posts from test 1 is shown in Figure 52(b). The test load was obtained by averaging the strain gage readings and multiplying by the modulus of elasticity and the nominal cross sectional area. Wall thickness of sample tube elements tended to be about 5% greater than nominal and there appears to be a bias in the data prior to impact. With these corrections, the data for the engine mount post were thought to be in reasonable agreement with the analysis.

This analysis (two dimensional model) can only simulate a symmetrical hard surface impact. The engine mass has been included but the engine size and shape has not been included. Tests 1 and 4 both had the oil pan hit the surface early fracturing the pan. All four engine mount brackets broke in test 1, but remained in the mount, and this cannot be simulated at this time. The analysis program is supposed to allow stopping the analysis, make changes in parameters, and restart. Attempts to do this were unsuccessful and more development would be needed to make this process work. Engine isolators were not modeled. One attempt was made to do this without success.

At this point the analysis matched the test data well enough to proceed with design of the next two test airplanes and that was deemed to be higher priority than trying to improve the analysis.

5.7 Design Concepts, Tests 3 & 4

The project plan was to conduct two tests, one on hard surface and one on soft soil, and refine the design based on the test results and the analysis and then repeat the first two tests. The engine mount and cowling had worked well on the soft soil test and accident data indicated that there are more soil impacts than hard surface. Therefore it was decided to design the last two airplanes to have engine mounts and cowlings equivalent to those on test 2, test 2 results are described in section 6 below, and to simplify and reduce the weight of the airframe structure compared to the first two airplanes. Those two airplanes had been both heavier than necessary and difficult to build. The seats and restraint systems should also be improved to solve the problems shown in the first two tests.

The analysis model which had best represented the results of test 1 (Aircraft 11, run 2) was modified to the engine mount tube sizes of the test 2 mount. As explained above, the analysis had indicated that windshield, windows, and doors contribute to strength so these were included in analysis. A number of structural variations were studied including changes in the aft portion of the engine mount and fuselage concept changes. Results of the analysis for the final design concept are shown in Figures 53-54 with the impact attitude changed from the 30 degree design condition to the 26 degree attitude obtained in test 4. The final design concept will be discussed below and
is illustrated in Figure 55 with some details shown in Figure 66. The basic structure remained the same as discussed in section 5.4 except for a change in the wing for test 4. A preproduction wing was used for test 4 which had a "C" section spar instead of "I" section of the first two wings and only three ribs instead of four, otherwise the structure was similar to the first two wings. The wing from test 1 was reworked and used again for test 3.

The engine mounts for airplanes 3 and 4 were the same as for test 2 except for changes made to improve clearance against engine accessories. Connection point for the posts to the upper rail was moved aft one inch and the attachments points of the posts to the firewall were moved down two inches and outboard two inches. The pad in the cowling for test 2 was four layers of $\frac{1}{4}$ inch Nomex honeycomb with a single layer of fiberglass cloth between layers. Foam was substituted for the honeycomb to allow wet lay-up with the construction remaining the same otherwise. Details of this construction will be discussed more in section 6.3 below.

The structure behind the firewall and the engine mount would be simplified if the engine mount did not have the two central posts to the firewall. A new model of the mount was made eliminating these tubes and the analysis showed that the mount collapses inward at low load without those two posts. A cross piece between the two sides of the mount solves the problem but can't be used at the proper location because of the engine accessory case. Several types of cross beams designed to pass under the accessory case were evaluated analytically with poor results. Lateral support beams from the mount to the lower corners of the firewall were found to work well analytically. However, under high enough impact conditions the engine will tend to rotate up and back through the firewall. It was thought that the central tubes and the supporting structure behind the firewall would tend to keep the engine out of the cabin. An aluminum cross tube (Figure 56(a)) was located behind the firewall to take the engine mount loads and provide a ductile material to provide further resistance to engine penetration into the cabin. This square extrusion is not as light as a beam designed for the moment distribution but it was economical to acquire and install for this test series.

Airplanes 1 and 2 had the lower engine mount brackets in line with the floor to transfer loads directly into the floor. Dynamics analysis showed a significant difference in airplane response if the lower mount points were moved up to the break in the firewall. Basically, it gave about two inches more stroke before hitting a hard resistance point. The lower mount points were redesigned as shown in Figure 56 (a-c). Loads were transferred into the floor through a firewall brace simulating a nose wheel well as shown in Figure 56(a). This brace also resisted the vertical loads in the firewall. Solid sections were incorporated in the floor and firewall under the braces for shear strength.

The upper engine mount loads were taken into the fuselage by a straight beam (Figure 56(a)) behind the aluminum cross tube which transferred the loads into a beam under door by shear. These beams were small in comparison to those in the first two airplanes and can be seen in Figures 56(a) and (d). Figure 56(d) also shows the simulated instrument subpanel and the air bag installation for test 3. A wide angle lens camera was mounted on the subpanel and it was found in test 1 that substantial torsional rigidity was needed to keep this camera in position. Two 2 by 10 boards were used as an inexpensive way to provide secure camera and air bag mounting and to simulate the size and position of the subpanel.

The cabin top had failed in test 1 and analysis showed that a stiffener was needed to prevent buckling if the windshield carried any load. A stiffener was added.

Both test 1 and the analysis indicated that the rear seat area had higher decelerations than the front seats in the hard surface impact. Two changes were made to try to improve survivability in this area. The rear energy absorber was extended outside the loft for more stroke with a fairing as illustrated in Figure 55. And a stroking rear seat was installed as shown in Figure 56(e). This
seat will be described more below. A partial frame was added as shown in Figure 56(f) to resist shoulder harness loads for the rear seat passenger. Loads from the rear energy absorber were taken by a “Z” section cross beam (Figure 56(e)) behind rear seat which formed the front edge of the baggage compartment.

One of the wing rear spar attachment bolts had failed in test 2. While having parts separate from the airplane removes kinetic energy, it also increases the probability of breaking fuel lines and changes the loading on the energy absorbers. It is not known if this is favorable or not at this time since attempts to stop and restart the analysis with changes had not been successful. Rear spar attach fitting strength and the bolt size were increased for airplanes 3 and 4.

Two steps were taken to reduce the angular velocity of the hard surface impact with the first and primary step being the reduced engine mount strength. A very simplified analysis indicated that a stabilizer might provide significant aerodynamic resistance to rotation so a simple wooden stabilizer was installed for test 4. An aft fuselage stiffener was added, the core material for the upper aft fuselage was changed to provide better adhesion of fiberglass to the core, and an aft fuselage frame was added about midway between the aft of the baggage compartment and the empennage. These changes were all to delay the core to skin bond line failure seen in test 1.

Test 2 was survivable except that both dummies were thrown forward into the instrument panel, the pilot because of a seat failure and the copilot because of a shoulder harness failure. An air bag was added for the pilot and airframe mounted load limiting shoulder harnesses were installed for both occupants for test 3. These will be described more fully below.

5.8 Full Scale Test 4, Hard Surface

5.8.1 Seats
The analysis described above and the test data from test 1 both show that the rear seat is subject to high acceleration during the second impact, "slap down", and that there is not enough stroke in the under floor energy absorber to attenuate the impact to the level required for a non stroking seat to limit the lumbar loads. Figure 54(c) shows the velocity of the rear seat at the second impact to be about 380 inches/sec. The stroke required to decelerate at a constant 20 g to zero velocity is 9.34 inches while the extended energy absorber only has a five inch stroke. Only about 3.5 inches stroke is available within the loft lines. It was thought that a combination of the extended energy absorber and a stroking rear seat could limit the lumbar loads to less than the allowed 1500 pounds. A JAARS “S” leg middle seat was acquired and mounted in the rear seat position (Figure 56(e)) for test 4. This seat limited lumbar loads to less than 1500 pounds in sled tests to loading higher than the FAR 23.562, Test 1 requirements. While this seat is in use by two non-profit organizations, it is not commercially available.

The pilot’s seat was a developmental seat from Impact Dynamics, Inc. (IDI) currently under development for a new airplane program. This seat, shown in Figure 57, is designed to meet the FAR 23.562 requirements when mounted over the main spar. The energy absorbing material is contained within the seat and the mounting is assumed to be rigid with respect to the airframe. It is planned to be adjustable fore and aft but was mounted to a steel framework fastened to the spar box for this test. The back angle is also adjustable but was fixed for this test. The restraint system was airframe mounted.

The same copilot seat as used in the first two tests was used for tests 3 and 4. New energy absorbers were fabricated for each test using the design of the tests described in section 3.
5.8.2 Test Conditions

Test 4 was planned as a repeat of test 1 with the addition of the rear seat and was conducted June 19, 1997. Impact attitude was at 26 degrees instead of the planned 30 degrees and impact velocity was 83.2 ft/sec. (Table 1). Roll and yaw were small.

5.8.3 Test Data

The airplane is shown rigged ready for pull back in Figure 58(a) and in the pullback position in Figure 58(b). An impact sequence is shown in Figure 59. Representative post test pictures are given in Figures 60(a-h) and data are given in Figures 61-76.

The windshield shattered at about 30 milliseconds after impact followed shortly by failure of the forward roll bar and side beams under the doors just aft of the forward edge of the door as shown in Figure 60(a-b). Both doors also came loose early. This allowed the forward fuselage to rotate upward approximately 12 degrees (Figure 59) and the engine mount did not deform as much as predicted (Figures 60(c-d)). Analysis had indicated the engine mount would collapse completely as shown in Figure 53 but the analysis did not allow for the forward fuselage failure, loss of the doors, or for the physical size of the engine and its oil pan. This engine has a cast aluminum oil pan and the front portion was shattered by the impact as shown in Figure 60(e). Forward mount brackets (portion attached to the engine) were broken but the aft brackets were intact. The mount did deform more than in test 1 and the deformation was more like that from the quasi-static tests.

There was no loss of cabin space and the deformation of the forward cabin was not enough to cause major damage to the legs of the front seat occupants. There was some fracturing of the slanted firewall segment on both sides as shown in Figures 60(f-g) but no penetration. There was no loss of structural integrity of the firewall at the braces near the floor but there was damage to the firewall beside the braces both above and below the cross tube as shown in Figure 60(h). Bond line failures along the upper engine mount support beam and some failure of the side shear panel can be seen in Figure 60(i). Bond lines also failed on both sides of the "Z" beam above the rear energy absorber as shown in Figure 60(j). There were a number of other areas of failures of bond lines and fracturing of fibers in transition locations.

The aft fuselage failed in down bending and the stabilizer attachment failed on the second impact. These failures were neither unexpected or undesirable. Failures at this time reduce the energy available for rebound. The main wing spar lower cap failed by delamination presumably on the second impact.

The under floor energy absorbers did not show permanent deformation but the pictures indicate near full compression of them. The airplane did rebound into the air about one foot and out of contact with the ground for about 40 feet. It then stayed on the ground for the rest of the slide out. The airplane in test 1 had two rebounds but of less height.

Accelerations at all locations were much lower than for test 1 including the tail post (Figure 62) which was less than half that for test 1. The pilot's lumbar load was well under the 1500 pound limit at about 1100 pounds (Figure 64). Copilot's lumbar load was over the limit at near 1700 pounds (Figure 66) yet the under cushion energy absorber showed no permanent deformation. This is not understood since the same design had performed well in the tests described in section 3. The foam material was from a different batch and it may be that there is enough variability from batch to batch to make the difference. There is a lot of high frequency hash on the pilot's pelvis trace but changing the filter to delete this confirms that the pilot's pelvis had lower accelerations than the copilot's pelvis showing that the lumbar loads have the correct relationship.

Lumbar loads for the rear seat passenger (Figure 69) were lower than expected, in fact, lower than tests for the same type seat in sled tests. NASA checked all the calibration factors after the test and could find no error. It has been suggested that lumbar loads should be approximately 60
or 70 times the pelvis acceleration in g based on the weight of the portion of the body above the lumbar location. The first peak in lumbar load is approximately 60 times the acceleration but the second peak doesn't follow that relationship. The dummy leaned forward under the first impact and continued to move during the second impact. Some of the upper body weight was supported by the shoulder harness and the angle of the body and the motion of the body were relieving to lumbar loads. This is in contrast to sled tests where the body has little forward motion for the FAR 23.562, Test 1. Harness loads were below the limit for all occupants and none of the occupants struck other structure.

Strain gages were installed only on the engine mount elements that attach to the firewall due to time and budget constraints. They would not be expected to compare well to the analysis due to the different airframe failure modes.

5.8.4 Comparison of Analysis to Test Results

The analysis shown in Figures 53-54 is for the impact attitude of test 4. Loss of the windshield early produced a different failure pattern with side beam fracture and less deformation of engine mount than predicted. Some of the impact features were correctly predicted. Firewall acceleration is approximately correct if the short duration spike is neglected. The pilot's seat had two accelerations of nearly equal magnitude while the rear seat has lower initial acceleration followed by a much higher acceleration. Aft fuselage slap down time was approximately correct.

Design of the side beam had been based on the internal loads without the windshield in place but with the doors in place. The 2D analytical model did not allow the doors to flex out of plane or simulate the reduced stiffness due to door curvature. Doors actually have considerable curvature similar to the door frames and pictures show the door flexing well out of contour before failure of the attachments. Door stiffness could be simulated in the same manner as the door frame but this was not done and the model is therefore not representative. Earlier calculations with the door panels deleted showed much higher side beam loads and this is thought to be the reason for the side beam failure. There was a combination of bond line and fiber failures in the beam. The sequence of failures is not known. The beam was basically a closed hat section and the strength is greatly reduced if the bond line fails.

5.8.5 Key Observations

This was a survivable test with IDI seats in the forward locations and JAARS seats in the rear location. There was no loss of cabin volume and minimal injuries would be expected for occupants of the IDI and JAARS seats.

Engine mount deformation was more like the quasi-static tests than test 1 but deformed less than expected due to failure of the cabin side beams.

Failure of the side beams leads to questions about higher energy impacts, is there enough remaining structure to absorb additional energy. A more progressive failure with higher residual strength is desired.

Better simulation of the doors and their attachments is needed in the analysis.

Windshield material is not capable of carrying these loads without shattering. Either a windshield post is needed or strength of the side beams must be increased. Analysis indicated excessive airframe flexibility for heavy side beams but without either windshield or doors and test 4 tends to verify this result.

Many of the structural failures were bond line failures.
5.9 Impact Attitude Variations

The dynamics analysis for the design model for tests 3 and 4 was run at impact attitudes of 30, 26, 20, 10, and 0 degrees while holding the vertical velocity constant at 40 ft/sec. Plots showing the variation in seat accelerations for the various angle are shown for the front seats in Figure 77 and the rear seats in Figure 78. The accelerations increase with decreasing impact attitude for both seats with a larger velocity change in the first impact until there is only one impact for the zero degree condition. It does not appear practical in this size airplane to absorb all the energy in the airframe for low angle impacts for this impact velocity. Unless significant energy can be absorbed by a fixed landing gear in addition to the under floor energy absorbers, all seats should be of the stroking type as exemplified by the JAARS seats.

6. Soft Soil Impact

6.1 Half Scale Soft Soil Tests

6.1.1 Soil Characterization

As stated earlier, the test plan was for the soft soil tests, both full scale and ½ scale, to be conducted onto soil beds of the same characteristics as prior NASA tests [6-7]. Soil characteristics for these tests [9] are replotted in Figures 79-80.

6.1.2 California Bearing Ratio

CBR measures surface strength of the soil. The test device [15] consists of a two inch diameter cylinder and a plate with a slightly over two inch hole in the center (Figure 81). This plate is to have a minimum weight of 10 pounds and is placed on the soil with the test cylinder penetrating the soil through the center hole. CBR is the pressure required to penetrate .1 inches into the soil divided by the reference pressure of 1000 psi, then multiplied by 100 to convert to percent. A CBR of 100 is intended to represent the soil strength of a well-graded crushed gravel surface. Corrections are available for greater than .1 penetration.

For the ½ scale tests in the WSU Structural Test Laboratory, the engine mount test rig hydraulic and data systems were used to push the CBR tester (Figure 81) into the ground and record the data.

6.1.3 Airfield Index

Airfield Index (AI) is measured with a cone penetrometer [9] which is a 30 degree included angle cone of .5 inch base diameter (Figure 82). The cone is pushed into the ground at a slow steady rate. AI calibration is linear with a force of 10 pounds corresponding to an AI of 1.0. AI is a measure of the relative shear strength of soils and will vary somewhat with the type of soil. It is therefore necessary to correlate the measurements with other types of strength measurements. However, the cone penetrometer provides an efficient and rapid method for measuring the relative soil strength and, more importantly, the variation of soil strength with depth.

For the ½ scale tests in the WSU Structural Test Laboratory, the engine mount test rig hydraulic and data systems were used to push the cone penetrometer into the soil and record the data.

6.1.4 Soil Box for ½ Scale Tests

A plywood box was built 4 ft by 8 ft by 2 ft deep. Later modifications to the box to clear the test rig and increase lateral strength of the box resulted in a depth of about 22.5 inches (Figure 83). The box was filled with soil available on the WSU campus. When dry, this was basically dust with very little organic matter.
6.1.5 Soil Preparation

Initial soil tests showed the soil to be very low on both CBR and AI. NASA had compacted their soil bed by driving tractors and graders over it as layers of soil were added to the soil bed. This was clearly not practical in our test box. The first method tried was to hit the soil using a controlled number of blows to a wood 4x4 with a five pound hammer. The dry soil did not develop the proper characteristics so water was added. This was done by trial and error until reasonable results were obtained. The correct water content was enough to cause the soil to make a cohesive lump when a handful was squeezed but not so much as to be able to squeeze water out of the soil.

The prospect of trying to tamp the complete soil bed by the method above was daunting so a gasoline powered tamper was rented and the soil was tamped in layers similar to the NASA process. The soil was found to be much too hard so it was dug out and tamped again just on the surface. This yielded acceptable characteristics and was used for the first ½ scale test. CBR results are given below and AI data are given in Figure 84. Seven measurements are shown on this figure and show that the AI values generally fall within the range of the NASA data. One curve shows an obvious clod and these were occasionally found. Our preparation made sure they were small. The results shown below and in Figure 84 are typical of the soil bed measurements made throughout the ½ scale tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location No.</th>
<th>CBR, .1 depth</th>
<th>CBR, .2 depth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tamper was rented again for the next test and the soil dug out and retamped but we could not complete the test that day due to unavailability of the forklift required to move the box into test position. The next day, the soil was like a brick.

Renting the gasoline powered tamper required a substantial investment of time and money and further it was difficult to control the amount of tamping. A manual tamper was acquired which was an approximately 10 inch square steel plate having a 4 foot handle and following procedure developed for subsequent tests.

Soil was removed from the box until about 8 inches was remaining in the box. The soil was tamped with the manual tamper 5 times moving to a fresh spot until all the soil was tamped. Approximately 6 inches of soil was added to the box and the tamping repeated. Water was added at each level and mixed into the soil to obtain uniform dampness as described above. This process was repeated until all the soil was back in the box and tamped. CBR and AI measurements were made and if they were in the correct range, testing could proceed. If not, soil was removed and the process repeated. In general, soil preparation was made just before testing because it was found that the surface could harden if left overnight. It was also found that the surface dried rapidly in the low humidity environment of Kansas. After some experience with this drying, a plastic vapor barrier was used to cover the box when not in use. The vapor barrier maintained the humidity in the box requiring only surface treatment when it was kept in place. It was also found that it was unnecessary to dig out the complete box after a test if the vapor barrier had been used. Only the part near the test crater had to be reworked.
6.1.6 Mount 6 Test 1

The primary purpose of the cowling is to transfer soft soil loads to the energy absorbing structure of the engine mount. Two concepts were considered. First, the lower cowl surface would be made strong enough to act like a ski. It was initially thought that this would require a substantial thickness of the lower cowl which would reduce the stroking distance available for the engine mount and would complicate the installation of cowl flaps and exits for exhaust pipes. Second, side beams in the cowl would be strong enough to allow the lower cowl surface to carry the soil loads as a membrane. The second concept was selected for the first tests. The forward portion of the cowl was expected to push up against the engine cylinders to help support the forward end of the beams and the aft portion of the beams will be fastened to the firewall. This attachment must carry both lateral and torsional loads. Figure 85 shows the first 1/2 scale cowling with the beams clearly shown.

It had been realized that this concept was flawed prior to the first test in that the side beams and their attachment to the firewall would not allow the cowl to rotate upward as desired. However, the test was carried out to gain whatever knowledge could be gained.

Half scale mount 6 was built to the same configuration as the last mount (mount 5) tested on a hard surface with one exception. The lower mount rail was continuous instead of having a butt joint at the initial ground contact point since this joint had failed early in the last three tests. It was basically a one half scale version of the first two full scale mounts delivered to NASA. There was no noticeable deformation of either the cowl or the engine mount in the first soft soil test even though the actuator force reaches about double the maximum load reached for mount 5 on a hard surface. Strain gages showed very low loads in the engine mount elements and it was realized that the cowling was carrying most of the load. The cowling cracked under the lower mount rails and there was some surface cracking where there was a local change in stiffness.

Soil behavior was different than expected. Soil toward the front of the cowl appeared to be shoved forward and to the side. There was a “bow wave” of loose soil well ahead of the cowl. Soil in the crater under the forward part of the cowl was soft while we had expected it to be compacted, and was compacted under the aft part of the cowl. A relatively sharp line was evident between the portion that was pushed ahead and aside and where the cowl had slid over the soil and pushed down compacting the soil.

6.1.7 Wood Cowl Tests

After the first test of a cowl and engine mount in the soil, it was realized that the data didn’t adequately define the vertical reaction force of the soil, all instrumentation was on the engine mount and substantial load was being carried by the cowl. For tests on a hard surface, we had assumed the normal force to be twice the axial force based on no friction at the surface but it was apparent that this was not the case in the soft soil. A wooden block was fabricated to the side view cowl contours in a two dimensional shape. It was thought that the 2 dimensional shape would allow easier analysis of the results. This was mounted on a pivot with a strut containing a load cell resisting vertical motion as shown in Figure 86(a). It was pushed into the soil bed in the same manner as the cowl and mount (Figure 86(b)) with forces shown in Figures 87.

Action of the soil was similar to that for the cowl. An unsuccessful attempt was made to develop a pressure distribution that would give the forces measured. Some experiments with a adding a friction term indicated a possible explanation for the measured forces.

6.1.8 Soil Friction Tests

A test sled was built with four runners of 5 sq. in. each (1.25 wide by 4 long) having a platform to support test weights of 50 lb. each (Fig. 88(a-b)). Tests were run with 200, 400, and 500 lb. added. The sled is estimated to weigh about 5 lb. The sled was pulled by a hydraulic cylinder through a load cell and the data were recorded onto a spreadsheet. The soil was smoothed and
retamped locally after each test. Two problems were observed. First, the weight of the actuator was adding weight to the front of the sled causing it to dig into the soil more on the front runners than the aft runners. The cylinder front was blocked up for the fourth and fifth tests to take this weight off. Second, it was observed after the fourth test that the smoothing and tamping was leaving a groove in the soil. Prior to the fifth test the soil was loosened over a larger area with the digging fork and then the area was tamped leaving a smooth surface. It is therefore thought that the first and fifth tests were the most accurate. We estimated that the cylinder was adding about 20 lb. to the system and the data adjusted to reflect the sled and cylinder weights as appropriate. Small errors in estimating weights of the sled and cylinder were not thought to be significant due to the small variation in friction with contact pressure and the fact that the sled and cylinder were a small fraction of the loaded sled weight.

Each test showed starting friction to be higher than moving friction with friction reducing with increasing contact pressure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Number</th>
<th>Contact Pressure</th>
<th>$\mu$ (start)</th>
<th>$\mu$ (moving)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>11.25</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>21.25</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>26.25</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>25.25</td>
<td>.49</td>
<td>.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>25.25</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Speed of motion was approximately the same as used in tests of the cowls and the wood cowl at about two inches per minute.

### 6.1.9 Wood Block Tests

We had observed in the cowl tests that part of the soil appears to be pushed out of the way so a test was devised to measure the force of this motion. A block (Figure 89(a-b)) was fabricated 18 inches wide and an average of 7.1 inches high. The active surface was normal to the line of force in the test rig and the surfaces behind the front face were cut back to minimize any frictional effects. It was pushed into the soil at an angle of 30 degrees using the same test rig as for cowls and the wood cowl. Force was from a hydraulic cylinder measured by a load cell. A supporting strut, with load cell, normal to the line of actuation held the block in position and measured moment around the support pins. Data were recorded into a spreadsheet. Recorded forces and an equivalent pressure (uniform over the face of the block) are shown in Figure 90(a-b).

There was considerably more normal force than expected. Inspection of the soil after the test showed that the soil under the block was soft. It did not show any of the pressure compacting evident in the cowl and wood cowl tests. Soil had been pushed forward and upward in front of the block. Near where the top of the block had stopped, the soil was easily indented with a thumb. Near the bottom face of the block, the soil was very hard. An attempt was made to push the Al probe into this area with little success. I would estimate in excess of 100 lb. was applied with very little penetration. The Al probe was easily pushed into the soil under the block and near the top of the front face. Soil was dug from low on the front face and it was compacted to 2 to 3 inch depth. These chunks could be easily broken up by hand. The surface ahead of the block also fragmented into chunks 1 to 2 inches deep and were also easily broken up.

When the block is fully in the soil, the soil spills freely over the top of the face. Coupling this with the change in hardness of soil over the face of the block, it was assumed that a triangular pressure distribution could approximate the loads. The pressure under the block could also be assumed to be a triangular distribution. Initially, it was not assumed that there was any pressure under the block if the block sheared the soil cleanly but the data indicate that the pressure field
wraps around the lower lip of the block providing an upward force or lift. This pressure field is most likely a function of the type of soil and the moisture content so these results may not be general to all types of soil. We considered the question of whether the results could be influenced by friction. The data given are for the block at rest so sliding friction can’t explain these results. The following results were obtained for the maximum stroke position.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Force</th>
<th>4665.53 lb.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal force</td>
<td>2381.36 lb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front face maximum pressure</td>
<td>73.01 psi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom face maximum pressure</td>
<td>63.65 psi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results above, both soil friction and the pressure load, were used to refine the block loading for the simulated cowl and a pressure and friction distribution found that matches the applied loads well. This distribution was found by iteration and can’t be claimed to be the correct answer. An additional force measurement would be needed to give higher confidence in these data but the results match the forces measured on the wood cowl and seem reasonable based on observation of the crater and results of the “wood block” and friction tests. The results were used in developing the cowl and engine mount concepts and are given in Table 2.

6.1.10 Mount 6 Test 2
The same cowl and mount used in test 1 were used in test 2 with the cowl modified by removing the side beams, reinforcing the cracked areas, and adding a honeycomb pad under the cowling bottom as shown in Figure 91. There was not enough room between the cowl and engine mount to place the pad inside the cowl. They were reinstalled and retested as soil test 2 with several photos of the test in progress shown in Figure 92. Forces are shown in Figure 93. The auxiliary actuator (with load cell) shown pushing on the top of the dummy engine is intended to represent the inertial forces of the engine during the early part of the stroke. This force is removed later in the stroke as shown in Figure 93. Again there was no noticeable permanent deformation of the engine mount except a small bend in the upper front part where it pressed against the cowl. There were cracks in the fiberglass under this part of the mount and some permanent deformation of the honeycomb under the contact points in the lower cowl. Several of the holes where the cowl attaches to the firewall showed evidence of partial failure. Strain gage data show higher engine mount strains than in test 1 but lower than needed to deform the mount. It should be noted that total forces applied to this system were more than three times the load needed to start deformation of mounts 3 and 5 in hard surface tests showing that the loading is much different and/or load carried by the cowl reduces the engine mount loading. When the side beams were removed, part of the beam structure originally built into the side walls was left, an .040 thick band of unidirectional fiberglass, and indications are that substantial load is being carried in this material. These remnants of the side beam bowed out under the loads acting as a support for the cowling skin allowing it to take some soil loads as a membrane.

Soil behavior was similar to the first test. The data obtained from test 1 and 2 did not allow a full definition of the engine mount loading but a new half scale mount was fabricated with tube sizes adjusted based on the strain gage data.

6.1.11 Mount 6 Hard Surface Test
After these first two soft soil tests using mount 6, it was tested on a hard surface to make sure that the mount had not been strengthened compared to mount 5. It had been intended to be an improved version of mount 5 with changes to eliminate the failure in the lower rail that left a forward facing tube which might penetrate the cowl. Figure 94, which compares test 2 in soft soil with the hard surface test, shows that mount 6 did achieve the desired result. See section 5.2.7 for a description of the hard surface test of mount 6.
6.1.12 Mount 8 - ½ Scale Soft Soil Test 3

Half scale mount 8 was built based on the strain gage readings from soil test 2. The soil bed was prepared in a manner similar to previous tests. The engine mount was installed on the same fuselage section as soil test 2 and the same cowling installed. It was not practical to remove the unidirectional fibers from the cowl sidewall so the screws were left out of the sidewalls to simulate weaker cowl sidewalls. Fiberglass reinforcement was added to the lower cowl where the screw holes had elongated in the previous test. The model is shown through the test sequence in Figure 95(a-d).

The model was pushed into the soil (soil test 3) nearly 22 inches (actuator stroke) with data given in Figure 96. Simulated engine inertia load was maintained on the dummy engine for approximately the first 10 inches of stroke. The mount started permanent deformation shortly after removal of the simulated engine load with the first failure in the rear posts. The engine mount deformed upward in a manner very similar to the hard surface tests with the cowling maintaining a smooth surface for the soil forces to be transferred to the mount. First failure on hard surfaces is the forward diagonal at the surface contact point. It appears that the stiff cowl structure (honeycomb pad) prevented high loading at this forward area. The forward upright did not fail throughout the test but pushed up on the upper mount rail causing it to deform in upward bending. The upper rails failed later at the weld under the main post (Fig. 95(d)).

Soil characteristics in the crater and near the cowl were similar to those described above for earlier tests and are shown in a sketch in Figure 97. Al measurements made in the compacted portion were approximately double pretest measurements decaying to the pretest values about eight inches below the surface. Also shown in the sketch is that the portion of the cowl behind the honeycomb pad deformed upward into a fold which could catch some soil. The pad stopped forward of the vertical portion of the firewall.

6.1.13 Mount 9 - ½ Scale Soft Soil Test 4

Half scale mount 9 was the same as mount 8 except for adjustments in 3 tube sizes. A new cowl was modified with a segmented pad to reduce stiffness in the longitudinal direction in an attempt to reduce bridging of the mount by the cowl. In this case, the honeycomb pad was inside and the aft end of the cowl was extended aft under the front of the airplane. The fuselage section was modified for this cowl. The soil bed was prepared as before and soil test 4 conducted. The forward diagonal did buckle earlier than in the prior test but otherwise there appeared to be little, if any, benefit to the modified cowl structure. Actuator load had more variation than the prior test with lower minimum load. It was judged that test 3 had the better characteristics so the full scale engine mount and cowl for the first full scale soil test was based on mount 8 and the cowl tested with it.

As in the prior test, the portion of the cowl behind the honeycomb pad deformed upward into a fold which could catch some soil. The pad had been extended to approximately in line with the vertical portion of the firewall.

6.1.14 Shot-put, Dynamic versus Static

All of our laboratory test were static (approximately 2 in/min stroke rate) which does not show the effect of acceleration of the dirt ejected from the crater. To get some idea of the dynamic effects, a 12 pound shot-put was purchased and dropped into the same soil bed as test 4. Drop heights were varied from 2 to approximately 17 feet and the crater depth measured. The same shot-put was then pushed into the soil using the test rig actuator, load cell, and data gathering system. Energy versus crater depth (stroke) was calculated for the static tests and compared to the dynamic results (Figure 98(a)) and showed more energy absorbed dynamically than statically at the same crater depth. The ratio of dynamic to static energy increases with increasing drop height and is shown in Figure 98(b). Due to ceiling height limitations, the highest velocity of the shot-put
was limited to slightly over \( \frac{3}{4} \) of the full scale test vertical velocity component. No soil was ejected from the crater by the shot-put, in fact the edge of the crater sloped down into the crater for approximately \( \frac{1}{8} \) inch from the edge. An airplane impact is expected to eject soil from the crater increasing the dynamic energy absorption. These tests indicate that impact dynamic forces could exceed twice the quasi-static forces.

6.2 Full Scale Test 2, Soft Soil

6.2.1 Test Conditions
The second full scale test (first soft soil test) was conducted at the NASA Impact Dynamics Research Facility September 20, 1996. Design test parameters were test velocity of 81 feet/sec at 30 degree impact angle with zero angle of attack. Actual test conditions were 84 feet/sec with an angle of attack of approximately 2.7 degrees (Table 1). Impact was on soft soil intended to replicate the soil characteristics of prior NASA tests [6-7] and of the \( \frac{1}{2} \) scale tests conducted for this project.

A California Bearing Ratio tester was not available but it was thought that the airfield index was more important since it measures through the depth of the soil bed whereas the CBR represents only the surface characteristics. Airfield index data are given in Figure 99 and are lower than the earlier tests or the \( \frac{1}{2} \) scale tests. Rebuilding the soil bed to match more closely with prior tests was considered but it was decided that soil dynamics were probably more important than the index reading and therefore to continue the test without change to the soil bed.

6.2.2 Test Data
An impact sequence is shown in Figure 100 and shows the airplane coming out of the crater at low speed coming to rest a short distance from the crater. Representative post test pictures are given in Figures 101(a-f). The cowling and engine mount performed nearly as designed and very similar to the \( \frac{1}{2} \) scale tests, that is, the cowling maintained a sliding surface (Figure 101(b-c)) and the engine mount deformed upward (Figure 101(e)) to prevent the front of the airplane from simply sticking in the ground. Several engine components, such as oil cooler, magnetos, and starter, were closer to the mount posts than planned due to a somewhat idealized CAD model used in the design. These parts rotated up into the mount posts bending the posts as shown in Figure 101(e) so that energy was absorbed both in the lower part of the mount and in the posts.

Design of the cowling was similar to that for \( \frac{1}{2} \) scale test 3. Figures 102(a) show the honeycomb pad under construction and Figure 102(b) show the completed lay-up just before curing. The pad was four layers of \( \frac{1}{4} \) inch Nomex honeycomb with a single ply of fiberglass between layers. The cowling shell had been made before design of the cowl was complete and a skirt had to be added to extend the cowl to the slanted firewall surface. This made for a change in stiffness just forward of the firewall and the cowl broke on both sides at this location (Figures 101(b-c)). This left a forward facing scoop but there was very little soil inside the cowling indicating this failure was late in the sequence.

Test data are given in Figures 103-123. There was no loss of cabin volume. Both dummies hit the instrument panel because the pilot seat came loose at the rear attachments due to an installation error and the copilot shoulder harness inertia reel bracket failed at about 3240 pounds (Figure 108). Shoulder harness force is limited to 2000 pounds in FAR 23 so it appeared that a significant reduction in load for the harness was required. It can be determined from the pictures that the dummies were forward of the seat backs and there was some slack in the harnesses at impact. The airplane is suspended in an approximately 65 degree nose down position for several minutes in the pretest period. There were load cells on the harnesses and the weight of these cells tends to extend the harnesses and a slow motion of the belt won't lock the inertia reels. The dummies had been taped to the seats with tape fastened over the shoulder to the seat back. The tape is partially cut to initiate tearing at impact and it appears it may have released early. While
the forward position of the dummies and slack in the harnesses may have contributed to the high harness loads, it was thought that a further reduction in harness loads was advisable for the next soft soil test. The measures taken will be described in section 6.3. Airframe decelerations (Figures 103-104, 107) were in the survivable range so it was thought that the test was survivable assuming the seats and harnesses worked properly.

Soil was pushed forward by the forward part of the cowl but heavily compacted under the aft part of the cowling in our ½ scale tests. It did not appear to be this way after the full scale test. Airfield index tests were run after the test both in the fuselage portion where soil appeared to have been pushed out of the crater and where the wing appeared to have compressed the soil. Readings were in the same range as before the test. We could find no evidence of soil compaction in the crater similar to that of the ½ scale tests. The crater depth was measured in a grid pattern and the volume of the crater integrated. Approximately 7 cubic feet of soil was ejected from the crater. Soil density measurements showed this soil to weigh about 80 pounds per cubic foot leading to the weight of soil ejected of 560 pounds or .224 times the weight of the test airplane. Figure 43, Volume III of Reference 5 gives the impulsive aircraft acceleration for these test conditions to be a little under 15g which is close to the data for the X axis shown in Figure 103. This tends to confirm that momentum exchange in ejecting soil from the crater is the primary factor in the X axis deceleration while the Z axis deceleration is probably the result of some combination of momentum exchange and energy absorption of the engine mount or airframe.

There was no visible deformation of the under floor energy absorbers in this test although test 4 shows that this may not mean there was no deformation. The airplane did not develop the angular velocity of the prior hard surface test.

The right rear wing attach bolt failed allowing the right wing to swing well forward during the event. The left bolt was bent but did not release the wing. Fuel tanks did not rupture.

6.2.3 Key Observations
The cowling and engine mount worked as designed forming a sliding surface with no scoops on the lower surface. Fractures of the cowling sides made forward facing scoops although very little soil was found inside the cowling. These fractures were caused at least in part, by the fabrication sequence.

Airframe decelerations were survivable and the importance of retaining dummies and harnesses in correct place prior to impact was illustrated. Failure of one seat and one shoulder harness indicated the desirability of improved restraint systems such as air bags and/or load limiting shoulder harnesses.

6.3 Full Scale Test 3, Soft Soil
6.3.1 Restraint Systems
Both dummies hit the instrument panel in the first soft soil test, one because of a seat attachment failure and one because of failure of the shoulder harness inertia reel attachment bracket. Two approaches were taken to improve restraint for the second soft soil test. An air bag was installed on the pilot’s side and both shoulder harnesses had load limiters installed. In this way, there could be a direct comparison between the combination of air bag and load limiting and use of the load limiter alone. Both sides would see essentially the same loading since it was a symmetrical impact.

6.3.1.1 Air Bag
Simula Technologies, Inc., provided a developmental air bag system for the third airplane drop test. The air bag system used in the test is a derivative of the Simula Passenger Air Bag System
(PABS) currently being certified for bulkhead rows in the Jetstream 41. The air bag system used in the test consisted of two components: an air bag module mounted on the pilot's side instrument sub-panel, and a crash sensor mounted on the floor near the firewall. The installed air bag is shown in Figure 56(d) and the sensor was mounted on the floor just below the bottom of the picture. It was between the two braces shown near the center of the firewall behind the lower engine mount fittings. The copilot's position was tested without an air bag in order to provide comparative occupant data.

The air bag module consisted of a molded plastic cover and metal housing from the PABS, a modified automotive driver-side air bag inflator, and an air bag designed specifically for this test. The assembled module measured approximately 2 inches deep by 6 inches wide by 7 inches tall and was mounted to the instrument sub-panel (represented by the wood 2x10's) by means of an adapter. The module weighed approximately 4 lb. Modules for a production air bag system could be integrated into an aircraft instrument panel or glare shield in the same manner as automotive passenger-side air bags are integrated into a car dashboard. Also, the packed size and shape of a production air bag module can be varied from the dimensions of the module used in this test in order to improve integration into the aircraft.

The air bag itself was relatively small, approximately 52 liters, which is similar in size to an automotive driver-side air bag. The shape, however, was a derivative of the air bag used in the PABS. Inflation of the air bag was provided by a conventional sodium azide automotive driver-side inflator specifically tailored for this test to insure proper air bag performance. The air bag inflation is initiated by an electrical signal coming from the crash sensor and the air bag fully deploys in about 50 ms. Because it is a derivative of the PABS, the air bag used in the test was vented. Vented air bags offer the advantage of rapid deflation, which is considered important for egress in transport and commuter aircraft. Non-vented air bags may be more appropriate in light aircraft, however, because non-vented bags remain inflated for several seconds to provide protection from secondary impacts.

The crash sensor used in the drop test was borrowed from Simula's Inflatable Body and Head Restraint System (IBAHRS)—an inflatable shoulder harness developed for military helicopters. The IBAHRS sensor was used mainly because it was already at the NASA Langley facility for a previous AGATE drop test. A crash sensor similar to the one developed for PABS could be developed for a production light aircraft air bag system that would be lighter and less expensive than the IBAHRS sensor. The crash sensor detects the accelerations associated with a crash, processes the acceleration information to discriminate between an actual crash and accelerations due to gust loads and landings, and sends an electrical signal to the inflator to deploy the air bag in a crash. The crash sensor is powered by aircraft power. A capacitor discharge system is integrated into the sensor to deploy the air bag when needed even in the event of aircraft power loss. A press-to-test diagnostic circuit on the IBAHRS sensor checked the air bag system readiness prior to the test. The IBAHRS sensor weighs about 3 lb. A production crash sensor for a light aircraft air bag system would weigh less.

The total air bag system weight for the test (air bag module, IBAHRS crash sensor, and wiring) was less than 8 lb. A two air bag production system integrated into the aircraft would likely weigh between 10 and 12 lb.

There was no flight control system installed in the test airplane so the air bag could be installed without consideration of possible interference with controls. The production version of the test airplane is planned to have a side stick controller simplifying the task of preventing air bag and controls interference. Air bags are currently under development for military helicopters with control sticks and an inadvertent deployment without causing loss of flight control has been demonstrated successfully in simulators. More work is needed to determine the best way to install air bags with control wheels.
6.3.1.2 Shoulder Harness Load Limiter
The developmental restraint system included inertia reels and wire bending load limiters which were designed to stroke at about 1600 to 1700 pounds. The load limiters were installed in the single strap between the inertia reel and the junction with the double shoulder straps. A bypass strap limited the extension to less than the wire bender stroke of about five inches.

6.3.2 Test Conditions
The third full scale test (second soft soil test) was conducted at the NASA Impact Dynamics Research Facility May 15, 1997. Design test parameters were test velocity of 81 feet/sec at 30 degree impact angle with zero angle of attack. Actual test conditions were 82.3 feet/sec with an angle of attack of approximately 6.5 degrees (Table 1). Impact was on soft soil intended to replicate the soil characteristics of prior NASA tests [6-7] and in the ½ scale tests conducted for this project. Airfield Index measurements are given in Figure 124 and show the soil to be similar to the ½ scale tests near the surface but somewhat softer underneath.

6.3.3 Test Data

6.3.3.1 Airframe
An impact sequence is shown in Figure 125 and shows the airplane making a crater and then coming out of the crater at low speed. It then slid off the soil bed and came to rest on the concrete surface just out of the frame for these pictures. Representative post test pictures are given in Figures 126(a-l) and data are given in Figures 127-146.

The crater depth was measured in a grid pattern and the volume of the crater integrated. Approximately 4.8 cubic feet of soil was ejected from the crater. Soil density measurements showed this soil to weigh about 80 pounds per cubic foot leading to the weight of soil ejected of 390 pounds or .155 times the weight of the test airplane. Figure 43, Volume III of Reference 5 gives the impulsive aircraft acceleration for these test conditions to be approximately 11g. Figure 127 shows two acceleration peaks approximating 20g with a central portion lower but above 11g. The correlation between data and Figure 43 of Reference 5 is not as good as for test 2. As in test 2, airfield index readings were in the same range as before the test showing no evidence of soil compaction in the crater as was found in the ½ scale tests.

Performance of the cowling and engine mount was similar to that of test 2 except that the forward portion of the engine mount broke free and remained attached to the engine as the engine was thrown forward away from the airframe (Figure 126(b-e)). Strain gage data shown in Figures 135-140 show that the engine mount absorbed energy for 140 to 160 milliseconds before breaking away and this time interval covered the primary event. Strain gage data from the posts (Figures 135-136) indicate that the mount failure occurred as the airplane rotated up out of the crater which reverses loading on the engine mount. Several differences can be noted between test 3 and test 2 where the mount did not fail in this manner. Impact attitude was 3.9 degrees lower which was shown in the hard surface analysis to be a more severe impact. Engine mount post attachments to the upper rails had been moved aft one inch to increase engine accessories clearance and this nearly doubled the distance from the aft engine mount brackets to the post. The engine and accessories rotated upward bending the posts in test 2 which probably relieved loads in the rails. There was more clearance between the accessories and the mount in this test so the posts were not bent.

The cowl worked well, similar to the cowl in test 2 except that it fractured where the forward portion of the pad met the central portion of the pad (Figure 126(e)). The cowling pad for test 2 was made from honeycomb as described above and had a less abrupt intersection of the two portions of the pad. Foam was used for the pad on test 3 to allow use of wet lay-up fiberglass. Observation of the half scale tests showed the skirt of the cowl to be in compression and fastening
the skirt to the belly skin is difficult with the energy absorbing foam in place so the skirt was not fastened to the belly for airplanes 3 and 4.

Both wings broke forward because the fittings built into the rear spar pulled through the end of the spar. These fittings were aluminum inserts, shown in Figure 126(f), designed to increase bearing strength. The wing for test 3 was the same wing used in test 1. This wing was refurbished to fix the visible damage prior to test 3 but it cannot be determined if there was prior damage to these fittings. It should be noted that test 1 on hard surface produced higher loads normal to the floor than parallel to the floor while test 3 on soft soil produced the opposite results. Upper main spar caps failed at the side of the fuselage while the lower spar caps separated from the web in what appeared to be a bond line failure, possibly with an incomplete bond.

The slanted floor of the firewall was fractured toward the outside edges as shown in Figures 126 (g-h) but was not penetrated so the foot space was not compromised.

The air bag, shown deployed in Figure 126(k), appeared to work as designed. Film from the internal cameras show that the bag was fully inflated before the dummy contacted the bag. There was no head impact on any hard surface but the head data was lost because the instrument wires pulled out of the connector. One particularly impressive result was that there was little pilot motion after initial impact compared to the copilot where there was considerable flailing during the slide out.

The load limiter on the pilot's shoulder belt stroked about 1 inch while the copilot's (Figure 126(l)) stroked about 1.75 inches with the difference thought to be a result of the air bag for the pilot. The copilot flailed during the slide out apparently because the inertia reel released after the initial impact. His head hit the subpanel when the airplane hit the concrete surface. HIC was calculated to be less than 900 where 1000 is considered to be the threshold of injury.

6.3.4 Key Observations
The lighter, less labor intensive airframe designed for the third and fourth airframes worked well for this test, as well as the heavier airframe worked for test 2.

Both the air bag and load limiters appeared to have positive benefits for this crash scenario. The load limiter kept the occupant loads below limits but allowed more head and upper body motion than the combination of air bag and load limiter. The combination of air bag and load limiter would be expected to reduce neck injury potential due to head motion.

The restraint systems should resist occupant motion during secondary aircraft motions after the initial impact.

This was a survivable test with minimal injuries expected.

7. Weight Penalty

It is difficult to estimate the weight penalty for the design features utilized for these tests because there was not a complete baseline airplane meeting certification requirements for comparison. Some increments can be estimated and are listed below.

The cowling weighed approximately 22 pounds more than the estimated cowling for this airplane. Since part of the cowling appeared to be overly strong, this could probably be reduced with the right type of testing.
The engine mount weighed about 20 pounds which is little different than a normal bed mount. There is probably some penalty compared to an aft dynafocal mount designed only for flight and landing loads.

The square aluminum tube behind the firewall calculated to weigh 8 pounds for the design wall thickness, a higher wall thickness was used due to availability. This tube was not optimum design and the part could be reduced by a least half with good design. Some solid core was required in both the firewall and the floor behind the lower engine fittings to transfer loads between face sheets. The solid core and extra plies used on the test airplanes added about 8.7 pounds. Most firewalls have both vertical and lateral stiffeners and consideration of these weights could reduce the total weight penalty to about 8 to 10 pounds.

The braces behind the firewall were in the location for a nose wheel well and would probably add only a small weight increment if properly designed.

Longitudinal support for the tube and engine mount required a beam under the door and the supports for the cross tube of the above paragraph. These items weighed about 10.7 pounds on the test airplanes. There would normally be a door frame and there normally would be some extra structure to support the upper engine mount points. However, the beam needs to be stronger than the normal door frame and an estimate of the added weight for these items is approximately 8 pounds.

One frame was added to the aft fuselage and some additional plies were added to the upper aft fuselage. The additional stiffness was added for the loads of test 1 and test 4 had only about half the loads. Changing to honeycomb core in this area and addition of a dorsal fin would be expected to eliminate the need for the stiffener applied to the top of the fuselage and the added plies. The extra frame added about .4 pounds.

The under floor energy absorbers weighed approximately 7.6 pounds and the baggage compartment frame which supported the aft energy absorber weighed about 4 pounds. Some frame is required there for normal structure so assume a penalty of about 2 pounds.

The floor is structural in this concept and the belly skin is a minimum thickness fairing. This is thought to have more manufacturing than weight implications but there may be a small weight penalty.

Summing the penalties listed above leads to an airframe weight penalty of about 50 pounds. Some of these items are thought to be stronger than necessary and the side beams may be under strength. Additional knowledge of the dynamic properties of materials and the ability to test components dynamically would allow improved design and possibly reduce the weight penalty. It is assumed that roll bars will be necessary and that some structure will have to be added to the simple shell to meet other requirements so not every small reinforcement added to the test airplanes has been counted. This increment is thought to be representative. The overall weight penalty will be smaller if crashworthiness is designed in from the beginning rather than trying to add the features later. The analysis also indicates that the weight penalty may be less if a windshield post is used to carry the bending load into the upper cabin structure rather than taking all the bending load below the doors.

Air bags for the front seats would be expected to add 12 pounds. Weight increment for the load limiters is estimated to be about 1 pound. Properly designed seats are not expected to increase the weight.
8. **Summary of Results**

These tests indicate that improved survivability is possible, compared to prior NASA tests of conventional airplanes, for symmetrical impacts at approximately stall speed for this class of airplanes for a relatively severe impact angle onto both hard and soft soil surfaces. The airframe weight penalty is approximately 50 pounds with air bags adding another 12 pounds and load limiting shoulder harnesses an additional 1 pound.

No single feature was responsible for the improved survivability, rather the combined effects of all the features discussed were required for the full benefits.

The same airframe design is suitable for both hard surface and soft soil impacts.

Dynamic conditions can't be simulated in quasi-static testing.

Subscale static testing can help understand failure and energy absorbing patterns.

Subscale soil testing was particularly valuable in understanding soil impact behavior.

Absorbing energy in the engine mount, rather than in the cabin structure, increases accelerations at the rear seat for hard surface impacts by moving the ground reactions farther from the center of gravity. This leads to a second impact as the airplane rotates tail down with the strength of the second impact increasing aft. Rear seat loading is higher than front seat loading for this class of airplane during this second impact.

Soft soil impacts have longitudinal loads higher than normal loads with the reverse being true for hard surface impacts. Both air bags and shoulder harness load limiters proved beneficial for the soft soil impacts.

Loads applied at the seat tracks were higher than FAR 23.562 certification loads.

Analysis indicates seat accelerations increase as impact attitude decreases for the same flight path angle and velocity.

Off axis impacts were not tested or analyzed.

9. **Recommendations**

1. An inexpensive method for the dynamic testing of materials and components needs to be developed and made available to the industry.

2. An inexpensive method for the dynamic testing of configurations, full or subscale, needs to be developed and made available to the industry.

3. The analysis should be extended to include seats, occupants, and restraint systems, three dimensional structures, soil impact, and off axis impacts.

4. These results have shown that survivability can be improved but it is clear that impact energy can exceed the design limits of any reasonable energy absorbing system. Further, the number of impact scenarios is infinite. Crashworthiness standards need to be developed that are achievable, reasonable, and that can be applied without full scale airplane impact testing.
While not a technical topic, some change in the product liability climate needs to be made that does not penalize companies or individuals for conducting crashworthiness research and development and for making product improvements.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NASA, Low Wing</th>
<th>Terry Engineering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Soft Soil</td>
<td>Hard Surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight Path Angle, degrees</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch Angle, degrees</td>
<td>-27.3</td>
<td>-26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity, ft/sec</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>80.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Roll and Yaw were small for all tests

Table 1, Full Scale Test Conditions
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Figure 53, Dynamic Analysis, Design Condition for Airframes 3 and 4
Figure 54, Dynamic Analysis, Design Condition for Airframes 3 and 4
Figure 55. Structural Concept, Airplanes 3 and 4

- Aft Fuselage Stiffener
- Added Aft Fuselage Frame
- 'Z' Section Cross Beam
- Structural Floor
- Under Floor Fan Block Energy Absorbers
- Firewall Brackets
- Subpanel
- Cross Firewall Bean Support Angles
- Extruded Tube
- Roll Bars
- Side Beans
(a), Back Side of Firewall

(b), Lower Engine Mount Fittings

Figure 56, Structural Concept Pictures, Airframes 3 and 4
(c), Engine Mount

(d), Simulated Instrument Panel, Subpanel, and Installed Air Bag

Figure 56, (continued)
(e), JAARS Seat in Rear Location

(f), Camera Shelf and Shoulder Harness

Figure 56, (concluded)
Figure 57, IDI Seat for Pilot Location, Test 4
Figure 58, Test 4 Airplane

(a). Start of Pullback

(b). Pullback Position
Figure 59, Crash Sequence Photographs for Test 4
Figure 59, (continued)
(a), Cockpit View

(b), Right Side Beam

Figure 60, Post Crash Damage for Test 4
(c), Engine Mount with Engine

(d), Engine Mount

Figure 60, (continued)
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(e), Engine

(f), Pilot Foot Space

Figure 60, (continued)
(g). Back Side of Firewall

(h). Firewall

Figure 60, (continued)
(i), Side Beams, Inside View

(j), Z Section Beam over Aft Energy Absorber

Figure 60, (concluded)
Figure 61, Test 4, Lower Firewall Accelerations
Figure 62, Test 4, Aft Airframe Accelerations
Figure 63. Test 4, Pilot's Seat & Floor
Figure 64, Test 4, Pilot
Figure 65, Test 4, Pilot Head
Figure 69, Test 4, Rear Seat Passenger
Figure 70, Test 4, Rear Seat Passengers Head

Accelration g

Rear Seat Passenger Head, Z

Rear Seat Passenger Head, Y

Rear Seat Passenger Head, X

Time, milliseconds

Time, milliseconds

Time, milliseconds

Time, milliseconds
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Figure 73, Test 4, Engine Mount, Left Aft Upper Rail
Figure 74. Test 4, Engine Mount, Left Aft Lower Rail
Figure 76, Test 4, Engine Mount, Right At Lower Rail
Figure 77. Dynamic Analysis, Impact Attitude Variation for Constant Impact Velocity, Front Seat
Figure 78, Dynamic Analysis, Impact Attitude Variation for Constant Impact Velocity, Rear Seat
Figure 79, California Bearing Data for Prior NASA Tests
Figure 80, Airfield Index for Prior NASA tests
Figure 81, California Bearing Ratio (CBR) Test Device in Soil Box

Figure 82, Cone Penetrometer (Airfield Index (AI)) Test Device
Figure 83, Soil Box in WSU Structural Test Laboratory

Figure 85, Half Scale Model for First Soil Test
Figure 84, Airfield Index Measurements for Soil Bed 1, WSU Lab
(a), Pretest

(b), During Test

Figure 86, Wood Cowl Test Device
Figure 88, Soil Friction Test

(a), Test Sled

(b), Loaded for Test
Figure 89, Soil Block Test

(a), Pretest

(b), During Test
Figure 90, Soil Block Data

(a), Test Data, Soil Bed 3

(b), Average Face Pressure
(a), Internal Repairs

(b), Added External Reinforcement

Figure 91, Cowling for Soil Test 2
(a), During Test

(b), During Test

Figure 92, Soft Soil Test 2
(c), During Test

(d), During Test

Figure 92, (concluded)
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(a), Half Scale Mount 8 Ready for Test

(b), During Test

Figure 95, Soft Soil Test 3
(c), During Test

(d), Post Test

Figure 95, (concluded)
Figures 98, Shotput Tests in Soil Bed 5

(a) Work versus Penetration

(b) Dynamic to Static Work Ratio

Figure 98, Shotput Tests in Soil Bed 5
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Figure 100, (concluded)
Figure 101, Post Crash Damage for Test 2
(c), Cowl

(d), Inside Cowl

Figure 101, (continued)
Figure 101, (concluded)

(e), Engine Mount

(f), Dummy Positions

Figure 101, (concluded)
(a), Pad Lay-up in Progress

(b), Completed Pad

Figure 102, Test 2 Cowling
Figure 109, Test 2, Copilot Head
Figure 111, Test 2, Tail Accelerations
Figure 114, Test 2, Engine Mount, Left Alt Upper Rail

Strain Gage #30

Strain Gage #31

Strain Gage #32

Strain Gage #33
Figure 115. Test 2. Engine Mount, Right At Upper Rail
Figure 17. Test 2, Engine Mount, Right Aft Lower Rail
Figure 118, Test 2, Engine Mount, Left Alt Upright
Figure 119, Test 2, Engine Mount, Left Aft Diagonal
Figure 122, Test 2, Engine Mount, Left Forward Diagonal
Figure 123. Test 2, Engine Mount, Left Forward Lower Rail
Figure 125, Crash Sequence Photographs for Test 3
(a), Post Test Airplane Position and Crater

(b), Post Test Airplane

Figure 126, Post Crash Damage for Test 3
Figure 126, (continued)

(c), Front View

(d), Engine Mount

Figure 126, (continued)
(e), Lower Cowling

(f), Rear Wing Spar Fitting

Figure 126, (continued)
(g), Left Side Lower Firewall and Energy Absorber

(h), Right Side Lower Firewall and Energy Absorber

Figure 126, (continued)
Figure 126, (continued)

(i), Crew Position

(j), Crew Position

Figure 126, (continued)
(k), Deployed Air Bag

(l), Copilot’s Load Limiter

Figure 126, (concluded)
Figure 127. Test 3, Lower Firewall Accelerations
Figure 128, Test 3. Alt. Airframe Accelerations
Figure 129. Test 3, Pilot's Seat & Floor
Figure 131, Test 3, Pilot's Head
Figure 134, Test 3, Copilot's Head
Figure 140. Test 3, Engine Mount, Right Aft Lower Rail
Figure 141, Test 3, Engine Mount, Forward Lower Rail
Figure 142, Test 3, Engine Mount, Aft Upright
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